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• CKM	quark	mixing	matrix
• Describes	transitions	between	quarks

• Wolfenstein	parameterisation
• Unitary	condition	defines	triangles
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12.1 Introduction
The masses and mixings of quarks have a common origin in the Standard Model (SM). They

arise from the Yukawa interactions with the Higgs condensate,

LY = ≠Y
d

ij Q
I
Li „ d

I
Rj ≠ Y

u
ij Q

I
Li ‘ „

ú
u

I
Rj + h.c., (12.1)

where Y
u,d are 3◊3 complex matrices, „ is the Higgs field, i, j are generation labels, and ‘ is the 2◊2

antisymmetric tensor. Q
I
L are left-handed quark doublets, and d

I
R and u

I
R are right-handed down-

and up-type quark singlets, respectively, in the weak-eigenstate basis. When „ acquires a vacuum
expectation value, È„Í = (0, v/

Ô
2), Eq. (12.1) yields mass terms for the quarks. The physical states

are obtained by diagonalizing Y
u,d by four unitary matrices, V

u,d
L,R, as M

f
diag = V

f
L Y

f
V

f†

R (v/
Ô

2),
f = u, d. As a result, the charged-current W

± interactions couple to the physical uLj and dLk

quarks with couplings given by
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W
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Vtd Vts Vtb

R

db . (12.2)

This Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix [1, 2] is a 3 ◊ 3 unitary matrix. It can be
parameterized by three mixing angles and the CP -violating KM phase [2]. Of the many possible
conventions, a standard choice has become [3]

VCKM =

Q

ca
1 0 0
0 c23 s23
0 ≠s23 c23

R

db
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c13 0 s13e

≠i”
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c23c13

R

db , (12.3)

where sij = sin ◊ij , cij = cos ◊ij , and ” is the phase responsible for all CP -violating phenomena in
flavor-changing processes in the SM. The angles ◊ij can be chosen to lie in the first quadrant, so
sij , cij Ø 0.

It is known experimentally that s13 π s23 π s12 π 1, and it is convenient to exhibit this
hierarchy using the Wolfenstein parameterization. We define [4–6]

s12 = ⁄ = |Vus|


|Vud|2 + |Vus|2
, s23 = A⁄

2 = ⁄

----
Vcb

Vus

---- ,

s13e
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3(fl̄ + i÷̄)
Ô

1 ≠ A2⁄4
Ô

1 ≠ ⁄2 [1 ≠ A2⁄4(fl̄ + i÷̄)]
. (12.4)

These relations ensure that fl̄ + i÷̄ = ≠(VudV
ú

ub)/(VcdV
ú

cb) is phase convention independent, and the
CKM matrix written in terms of ⁄, A, fl̄, and ÷̄ is unitary to all orders in ⁄. The definitions of fl̄, ÷̄

reproduce all approximate results in the literature; i.e., fl̄ = fl(1≠⁄
2
/2+. . .) and ÷̄ = ÷(1≠⁄

2
/2+. . .),

and one can write VCKM to O(⁄4) either in terms of fl̄, ÷̄ or, traditionally,

VCKM =

Q

ca
1 ≠ ⁄

2
/2 ⁄ A⁄

3(fl ≠ i÷)
≠⁄ 1 ≠ ⁄

2
/2 A⁄

2

A⁄
3(1 ≠ fl ≠ i÷) ≠A⁄

2 1

R

db + O(⁄4) . (12.5)

P.A. Zyla et al. (Particle Data Group), Prog. Theor. Exp. Phys. 2020, 083C01 (2020)
1st June, 2020 8:27am
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Figure 12.1: Sketch of the unitarity triangle.

The CKM matrix elements are fundamental parameters of the SM, so their precise determination
is important. The unitarity of the CKM matrix imposes

q
i VijV

ú

ik = ”jk and
q

j VijV
ú

kj = ”ik. The
six vanishing combinations can be represented as triangles in a complex plane, of which those
obtained by taking scalar products of neighboring rows or columns are nearly degenerate. The
areas of all triangles are the same, half of the Jarlskog invariant, J [7], which is a phase-convention-
independent measure of CP violation, defined by Im

#
VijVklV

ú

il V
ú

kj

$
= J

q
m,n ÁikmÁjln.

The most commonly used unitarity triangle arises from

Vud V
ú

ub + Vcd V
ú

cb + Vtd V
ú

tb = 0 , (12.6)

by dividing each side by the best-known one, VcdV
ú

cb (see Fig. 12.1). Its vertices are exactly (0, 0),
(1, 0), and, due to the definition in Eq. (12.4), (fl̄, ÷̄). An important goal of flavor physics is
to overconstrain the CKM elements, and many measurements can be conveniently displayed and
compared in the fl̄, ÷̄ plane. While the Lagrangian in Eq. (12.1) is renormalized, and the CKM
matrix has a well known scale dependence above the weak scale [8], below µ = mW the CKM
elements can be treated as constants, with all µ-dependence contained in the running of quark
masses and higher-dimension operators.

Unless explicitly stated otherwise, we describe all measurements assuming the SM, to extract
magnitudes and phases of CKM elements in Sec. 12.2 and 12.3. Processes dominated by loop-level
contributions in the SM are particularly sensitive to new physics beyond the SM (BSM). We give
the global fit results for the CKM elements in Sec. 12.4, and discuss some implications for beyond
standard model physics in Sec. 12.5.

12.2 Magnitudes of CKM elements
12.2.1 |Vud|

The most precise determination of |Vud| comes from the study of superallowed 0+ æ 0+ nuclear
beta decays, which are pure vector transitions. Taking the average of the fourteen most precise
determinations [9] yields [10]

|Vud| = 0.97370 ± 0.00014 . (12.7)

1st June, 2020 8:27am

The	area	of	this	triangle	(and	all	of	the	others)	is	related	
to	the	total	amount	of	CP	violation	in	the	quark	sector
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• CKM	parameters	are	free	parameters	of	SM
• Must	be	measured	by	experiments

• The	angle	𝛾 is	a	standard	candle
• Measure	with	tree-level	decays,	theoretically	
simple	(negligible	uncertainties)

• Direct	measurements	(from	B	decays)

• Indirectly	inferred	from	other	constraints

1 Introduction

Understanding the origin of the baryon asymmetry of the Universe (BAU), i.e. the
observed dominance of matter over antimatter, is one of the pressing questions in modern
physics. Sakharov showed that such an asymmetry can only arise if three conditions
are fulfilled [1], one of which is the requirement that both charge (C) and charge-parity
(CP ) symmetries are broken. In the quark sector, the latter phenomenon arises in the
Standard Model (SM) of particle physics via a single complex phase in the Cabibbo–
Kobayashi–Maskawa (CKM) quark mixing matrix [2, 3], although the size of the e↵ect in
the SM appears to be orders of magnitude too small to account for the observed BAU [4].
Violation of CP symmetry can be studied by measuring the angles of the CKM unitarity
triangles [5–7]. Among these angles, � ⌘ arg[�VudV

⇤
ub/VcdV

⇤
cb], where Vqq0 is the relevant

CKM matrix element, is the only one that can be determined using solely measurements
of tree-level B-meson decays [8–15] with negligible theoretical uncertainty [16], assuming
no sizeable new physics e↵ects are present at tree level [17]. Deviations between direct
measurements of � and the value derived from global CKM fits, which assume validity of
the SM and hence unitarity of the CKM matrix, would be a clear indication of physics
beyond the SM. The world average for direct measurements of � = (66.2+3.4

�3.6)
� [18] is

dominated by LHCb results. The experimental uncertainty on � is larger than that
obtained from global CKM fits, � = (65.6+0.9

�2.7)
� [19] using a frequentist framework, and

� = (65.8 ± 2.2)� [20] with a Bayesian approach. Closing this sensitivity gap is a key
physics goal of the LHCb experiment and the comparison between the direct and indirect
determinations of � is an important test of the SM.

The CKM angle � is measured in decays which are sensitive to interference between
favoured b ! c and suppressed b ! u quark transition amplitudes that are propor-
tional to Vcb and Vub, respectively.1 The ratio of these two amplitudes is given by
Asup/Afav = rBei�B±� , where the + or � sign indicates whether the initial state contains
a b- or b-quark, rB is the ratio of the amplitude magnitudes, and �B their CP -conserving
strong-phase di↵erence. This interference e↵ect is typically measured in B-meson decays
such as B±

! Dh±, where D is an admixture of the D0 and D0 flavour states, and h±

is either a charged kaon or pion. Figure 1 shows the leading-order Feynman diagrams
for the favoured and suppressed processes. Interference e↵ects, providing sensitivity to �,
only occur when the D meson decays to a final state, f , accessible to both D0 and D0

mesons. Neglecting mixing in the neutral charm system, the decay rate for a B±
! Dh±

b

ū

c

ū

d, s

ū

Vcb

B�

⇡�, K�

D0

W�

b

ū ū

u

c̄

d, s

Vub

B�

D0

⇡�, K�

W�

Figure 1: Leading-order Feynman diagrams for B�
! Dh� decays with a (left) favoured b ! c

and (right) suppressed b ! u quark transition.

1Charge conjugation is implied throughout unless stated otherwise.
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• Indirect measurements from CKM fits 
•                            ,  
• Previous measurement from LHCb
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1 Introduction

Precise measurements of the Cabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa (CKM) unitarity triangle
provide a strict test of the Standard Model (SM) and allow for indirect new physics
searches in the quark sector up to very high mass scales. The CP violating phase
� ⌘ arg[�VudV

⇤
ub/VcdV

⇤
cb], where Vqq0 is the relevant CKM matrix element, is the only angle

of the unitarity triangle that can be determined using solely measurements of tree-level
B-meson decays [1–8] with negligible theoretical uncertainty [9], assuming no sizeable
new physics e↵ects are present at tree level [10]. Deviations between direct measurements
of � and the value derived from global CKM fits, which assume validity of the SM and
hence unitarity of the CKM matrix, would be a clear indication of physics beyond the
SM. Furthermore, comparisons between the value of � measured using decays of di↵erent
B-meson species provide sensitivity to possible new physics e↵ects at tree level given
the di↵erent decay topologies involved. The world average for direct measurements of
� = (66.2+3.4

�3.6)
� [11] is dominated by LHCb results. The experimental uncertainty on � is

larger than that obtained from global CKM fits, � = (65.6+0.9
�2.7)

� [12] using a frequentist
framework, and � = (65.8± 2.2)� [13] with a Bayesian approach. Closing this sensitivity
gap is a key physics goal of the LHCb experiment and the comparison between the direct
and indirect determinations of � is an important test of the SM.

The CKM angle � is measured in decays which are sensitive to interference between
favoured b ! c and suppressed b ! u quark transition amplitudes that are propor-
tional to Vcb and Vub, respectively.1 The ratio of these two amplitudes is given by
Asup/Afav = rBei�B±� , where the + or � sign indicates whether the initial state contains
a b- or b-quark, rB is the ratio of the amplitude magnitudes, and �B their CP -conserving
strong-phase di↵erence. This interference e↵ect is typically measured in B-meson decays
such as B±

! Dh±, where D is an admixture of the D0 and D0 flavour states, and h±

is either a charged kaon or pion. Figure 1 shows the leading-order Feynman diagrams
for the favoured and suppressed processes. Interference e↵ects, providing sensitivity to �,
only occur when the D meson decays to a final state, f , accessible to both D0 and D0

mesons. Neglecting mixing in the neutral charm system, the decay rate for a B±
! Dh±

decay is given by

�(B±
! Dh±) / |rDe

�i�D + rBe
i(�B±�)

|
2
) r2D + r2B +2DBrDrB cos(�B + �D ± �), (1)

where rD and �D are the magnitude ratio and strong-phase di↵erence between the D0
! f
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Figure 1: Leading-order Feynman diagrams for B�
! Dh� decays with a (left) favoured b ! c

and (right) suppressed b ! u quark transition.

1Charge conjugation is implied throughout unless stated otherwise.
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1 Introduction

Understanding the origin of the baryon asymmetry of the Universe (BAU), i.e. the
observed dominance of matter over antimatter, is one of the pressing questions in modern
physics. Sakharov showed that such an asymmetry can only arise if three conditions
are fulfilled [1], one of which is the requirement that both charge (C) and charge-parity
(CP ) symmetries are broken. In the quark sector, the latter phenomenon arises in the
Standard Model (SM) of particle physics via a single complex phase in the Cabibbo–
Kobayashi–Maskawa (CKM) quark mixing matrix [2, 3], although the size of the e↵ect in
the SM appears to be orders of magnitude too small to account for the observed BAU [4].
Violation of CP symmetry can be studied by measuring the angles of the CKM unitarity
triangles [5–7]. Among these angles, � ⌘ arg[�VudV

⇤
ub/VcdV

⇤
cb], where Vqq0 is the relevant

CKM matrix element, is the only one that can be determined using solely measurements
of tree-level B-meson decays [8–15] with negligible theoretical uncertainty [16], assuming
no sizeable new physics e↵ects are present at tree level [17]. Deviations between direct
measurements of � and the value derived from global CKM fits, which assume validity of
the SM and hence unitarity of the CKM matrix, would be a clear indication of physics
beyond the SM. The world average for direct measurements of � = (66.2+3.4

�3.6)
� [18] is

dominated by LHCb results. The experimental uncertainty on � is larger than that
obtained from global CKM fits, � = (65.6+0.9

�2.7)
� [19] using a frequentist framework, and

� = (65.8 ± 2.2)� [20] with a Bayesian approach. Closing this sensitivity gap is a key
physics goal of the LHCb experiment and the comparison between the direct and indirect
determinations of � is an important test of the SM.

The CKM angle � is measured in decays which are sensitive to interference between
favoured b ! c and suppressed b ! u quark transition amplitudes that are propor-
tional to Vcb and Vub, respectively.1 The ratio of these two amplitudes is given by
Asup/Afav = rBei�B±� , where the + or � sign indicates whether the initial state contains
a b- or b-quark, rB is the ratio of the amplitude magnitudes, and �B their CP -conserving
strong-phase di↵erence. This interference e↵ect is typically measured in B-meson decays
such as B±

! Dh±, where D is an admixture of the D0 and D0 flavour states, and h±

is either a charged kaon or pion. Figure 1 shows the leading-order Feynman diagrams
for the favoured and suppressed processes. Interference e↵ects, providing sensitivity to �,
only occur when the D meson decays to a final state, f , accessible to both D0 and D0

mesons. Neglecting mixing in the neutral charm system, the decay rate for a B±
! Dh±
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beyond the SM. The world average for direct measurements of � = (66.2+3.4

�3.6)
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dominated by LHCb results. The experimental uncertainty on � is larger than that
obtained from global CKM fits, � = (65.6+0.9

�2.7)
� [19] using a frequentist framework, and

� = (65.8 ± 2.2)� [20] with a Bayesian approach. Closing this sensitivity gap is a key
physics goal of the LHCb experiment and the comparison between the direct and indirect
determinations of � is an important test of the SM.
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favoured b ! c and suppressed b ! u quark transition amplitudes that are propor-
tional to Vcb and Vub, respectively.1 The ratio of these two amplitudes is given by
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� [12] using a frequentist
framework, and � = (65.8± 2.2)� [13] with a Bayesian approach. Closing this sensitivity
gap is a key physics goal of the LHCb experiment and the comparison between the direct
and indirect determinations of � is an important test of the SM.
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1 Introduction

Understanding the origin of the baryon asymmetry of the Universe (BAU), i.e. the
observed dominance of matter over antimatter, is one of the pressing questions in modern
physics. Sakharov showed that such an asymmetry can only arise if three conditions
are fulfilled [1], one of which is the requirement that both charge (C) and charge-parity
(CP ) symmetries are broken. In the quark sector, the latter phenomenon arises in the
Standard Model (SM) of particle physics via a single complex phase in the Cabibbo–
Kobayashi–Maskawa (CKM) quark mixing matrix [2, 3], although the size of the e↵ect in
the SM appears to be orders of magnitude too small to account for the observed BAU [4].
Violation of CP symmetry can be studied by measuring the angles of the CKM unitarity
triangles [5–7]. Among these angles, � ⌘ arg[�VudV
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CKM matrix element, is the only one that can be determined using solely measurements
of tree-level B-meson decays [8–15] with negligible theoretical uncertainty [16], assuming
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measurements of � and the value derived from global CKM fits, which assume validity of
the SM and hence unitarity of the CKM matrix, would be a clear indication of physics
beyond the SM. The world average for direct measurements of � = (66.2+3.4

�3.6)
� [18] is

dominated by LHCb results. The experimental uncertainty on � is larger than that
obtained from global CKM fits, � = (65.6+0.9

�2.7)
� [19] using a frequentist framework, and

� = (65.8 ± 2.2)� [20] with a Bayesian approach. Closing this sensitivity gap is a key
physics goal of the LHCb experiment and the comparison between the direct and indirect
determinations of � is an important test of the SM.

The CKM angle � is measured in decays which are sensitive to interference between
favoured b ! c and suppressed b ! u quark transition amplitudes that are propor-
tional to Vcb and Vub, respectively.1 The ratio of these two amplitudes is given by
Asup/Afav = rBei�B±� , where the + or � sign indicates whether the initial state contains
a b- or b-quark, rB is the ratio of the amplitude magnitudes, and �B their CP -conserving
strong-phase di↵erence. This interference e↵ect is typically measured in B-meson decays
such as B±

! Dh±, where D is an admixture of the D0 and D0 flavour states, and h±

is either a charged kaon or pion. Figure 1 shows the leading-order Feynman diagrams
for the favoured and suppressed processes. Interference e↵ects, providing sensitivity to �,
only occur when the D meson decays to a final state, f , accessible to both D0 and D0

mesons. Neglecting mixing in the neutral charm system, the decay rate for a B±
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1 Introduction

Understanding the origin of the baryon asymmetry of the Universe (BAU), i.e. the
observed dominance of matter over antimatter, is one of the pressing questions in modern
physics. Sakharov showed that such an asymmetry can only arise if three conditions
are fulfilled [1], one of which is the requirement that both charge (C) and charge-parity
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� [19] using a frequentist framework, and

� = (65.8 ± 2.2)� [20] with a Bayesian approach. Closing this sensitivity gap is a key
physics goal of the LHCb experiment and the comparison between the direct and indirect
determinations of � is an important test of the SM.
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tional to Vcb and Vub, respectively.1 The ratio of these two amplitudes is given by
Asup/Afav = rBei�B±� , where the + or � sign indicates whether the initial state contains
a b- or b-quark, rB is the ratio of the amplitude magnitudes, and �B their CP -conserving
strong-phase di↵erence. This interference e↵ect is typically measured in B-meson decays
such as B±

! Dh±, where D is an admixture of the D0 and D0 flavour states, and h±

is either a charged kaon or pion. Figure 1 shows the leading-order Feynman diagrams
for the favoured and suppressed processes. Interference e↵ects, providing sensitivity to �,
only occur when the D meson decays to a final state, f , accessible to both D0 and D0
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• Flavour quantum	numbers	are	not	conserved	by	the	weak	interaction
• Neutral	mesons	can	oscillate	between	particle	and	antiparticle	states

• Well	known	phenomenon	since	the	1950’s	in	the	neutral	kaon	system
• Also	observed	in	the	beauty	and	charm	sectors
• Sensitive	probe	for	new	interactions

Motivating the charm sector

I Charm is the only up-type quark that mixes
I FCNC are extremely suppressed

Slide stolen from T. Pajero: CERN seminar
14/67

see,	e.g.,	arXiv:1710.09644 [hep-ph]
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• Flavour quantum	numbers	are	not	conserved	by	the	weak	interaction
• Neutral	mesons	can	oscillate	between	particle	and	antiparticle	states

• Mass	eigenstates	related	to	the	flavour eigenstates	as

• Mixing	is	then	parameterised by	

• Important	parameters	to	measure	in	their	own	right
• Expected	to	be	small,	O(%),	in	the	SM,	but	could	be	enhanced	by	new	physics	effects

and D0
! f amplitudes. For D decays to CP eigenstates, e.g. D ! K+K�, these values

are rD = 1 and �D = 0. The coherence factors of B and D decays, B and D, are equal
to unity for two-body decays, and account for a dilution of the interference term due
to incoherence (strong phase variation) between contributing intermediate resonances in
multibody decays. The hadronic parameters, rB, �B, rD, �D, are specific to each B decay
and subsequent D decay, respectively. However, the CP -violating weak phase di↵erence
between B+ and B� amplitudes, �, is shared by all such decays.

Equation (1) has at least five unknown parameters, even more if the coherence factors
are not set to unity, hence they cannot be determined using a single pair of B± decay
rates. This is overcome by combining the results from many di↵erent D-decay modes to
overconstrain the parameters of the B-meson decay, provided that the corresponding rD,
�D and D parameters are constrained by other measurements. In past combinations these
parameters have been taken as external inputs using dedicated charm-meson measurements.
The large B-meson samples now constrain � and �B so precisely that �K⇡

D , the strong phase
di↵erence between D0

!K�⇡+ and D0
!K�⇡+ decays, can be measured with similar

precision as � and �B, a factor of about two better than the previous world average [11].
This improved precision on �K⇡

D can then be used to improve knowledge of charm mixing
as described below.

The mass eigenstates of the neutral charm mesons can be written as
|D1,2i ⌘ p|D0

i± q|D0
i, where p and q are complex parameters such that |p|2 + |q|2 = 1.

The D1 (D2) state corresponds to the + (�) sign and is approximately CP even (odd)
in the chosen convention. The mixing of charm flavour states can be described by two
dimensionless parameters, x ⌘ (m1 �m2)/� and y ⌘ (�1 � �2)/2�, where mi (�i) is the
mass (width) of the appropriate D mass state, and � their average decay width.2 E↵ects
of CP violation in D0 and D0 decays to a common final state, f , can be seen in mixing
if |q/p| 6= 1, or in the interference between mixing and decay if � ⌘ arg(q/p) 6= 0, ⇡.3

Study of the charm mixing parameters is of high interest in its own right, because the
flavour-changing neutral currents responsible for the mixing transition do not occur at
tree-level in the SM, and thus can be significantly a↵ected by contributions from new heavy
particles. The world averages for x = (4.09+0.48

�0.49)⇥ 10�3 and y = (6.15+0.56
�0.55)⇥ 10�3 [11]

are dominated by LHCb results.
The mixing parameters, x and y, can be determined using the ratio of wrong-sign

(WS), D0
!K+⇡�, and right-sign (RS), D0

!K�⇡+, time-dependent decay rates. This
ratio is

R±(t) ⇡ R± +
p

R±y0±
✓
t

⌧

◆
+

(x0±)2 + (y0±)2

4

✓
t

⌧

◆2

, (2)

up to second order in the mixing parameters, where t is the decay time, ⌧ is the D0 meson
lifetime, and the + (�) signs correspond to the decay-rate ratio for a flavour-tagged
D0 (D0) initial state.4 The parameter R± = r2D(1± AD) is the ratio of suppressed-to-
favoured decay rates, modulated by the direct CP asymmetry, AD, between D0 and

2Natural units, with c = ~ = 1, are used throughout.
3The Wolfenstein parametrisation and the convention that CP |D0

i = |D0
i is used.

4It should be noted that there are multiple conventions in the literature for the strong phase �K⇡
D ,

depending on whether the discussion involves the CKM angle � or charm mixing. The convention in
which �D ! ⇡ in the SU(3) limit is used, which is shifted by ⇡ with respect to the convention employed
by the HFLAV Charm group.
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particles. The world averages for x = (4.09+0.48
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up to second order in the mixing parameters, where t is the decay time, ⌧ is the D0 meson
lifetime, and the + (�) signs correspond to the decay-rate ratio for a flavour-tagged
D0 (D0) initial state.4 The parameter R± = r2D(1± AD) is the ratio of suppressed-to-
favoured decay rates, modulated by the direct CP asymmetry, AD, between D0 and

2Natural units, with c = ~ = 1, are used throughout.
3The Wolfenstein parametrisation and the convention that CP |D0

i = |D0
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4It should be noted that there are multiple conventions in the literature for the strong phase �K⇡
D ,
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which �D ! ⇡ in the SU(3) limit is used, which is shifted by ⇡ with respect to the convention employed
by the HFLAV Charm group.
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• Charm	mixing	parameters	can	be	determined	using	two-body	decays
• E.g.		Ratio	of																													and																													time-dependent	decay	rates	

• Where
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up to second order in the mixing parameters, where t is the decay time, ⌧ is the D0 meson
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are rD = 1 and �D = 0. The coherence factors of B and D decays, B and D, are equal
to unity for two-body decays, and account for a dilution of the interference term due
to incoherence (strong phase variation) between contributing intermediate resonances in
multibody decays. The hadronic parameters, rB, �B, rD, �D, are specific to each B decay
and subsequent D decay, respectively. However, the CP -violating weak phase di↵erence
between B+ and B� amplitudes, �, is shared by all such decays.

Equation (1) has at least five unknown parameters, even more if the coherence factors
are not set to unity, hence they cannot be determined using a single pair of B± decay
rates. This is overcome by combining the results from many di↵erent D-decay modes to
overconstrain the parameters of the B-meson decay, provided that the corresponding rD,
�D and D parameters are constrained by other measurements. In past combinations these
parameters have been taken as external inputs using dedicated charm-meson measurements.
The large B-meson samples now constrain � and �B so precisely that �K⇡

D , the strong phase
di↵erence between D0

!K�⇡+ and D0
!K�⇡+ decays, can be measured with similar

precision as � and �B, a factor of about two better than the previous world average [11].
This improved precision on �K⇡

D can then be used to improve knowledge of charm mixing
as described below.

The mass eigenstates of the neutral charm mesons can be written as
|D1,2i ⌘ p|D0

i± q|D0
i, where p and q are complex parameters such that |p|2 + |q|2 = 1.

The D1 (D2) state corresponds to the + (�) sign and is approximately CP even (odd)
in the chosen convention. The mixing of charm flavour states can be described by two
dimensionless parameters, x ⌘ (m1 �m2)/� and y ⌘ (�1 � �2)/2�, where mi (�i) is the
mass (width) of the appropriate D mass state, and � their average decay width.2 E↵ects
of CP violation in D0 and D0 decays to a common final state, f , can be seen in mixing
if |q/p| 6= 1, or in the interference between mixing and decay if � ⌘ arg(q/p) 6= 0, ⇡.3

Study of the charm mixing parameters is of high interest in its own right, because the
flavour-changing neutral currents responsible for the mixing transition do not occur at
tree-level in the SM, and thus can be significantly a↵ected by contributions from new heavy
particles. The world averages for x = (4.09+0.48

�0.49)⇥ 10�3 and y = (6.15+0.56
�0.55)⇥ 10�3 [11]

are dominated by LHCb results.
The mixing parameters, x and y, can be determined using the ratio of wrong-sign
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!K+⇡�, and right-sign (RS), D0
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up to second order in the mixing parameters, where t is the decay time, ⌧ is the D0 meson
lifetime, and the + (�) signs correspond to the decay-rate ratio for a flavour-tagged
D0 (D0) initial state.4 The parameter R± = r2D(1± AD) is the ratio of suppressed-to-
favoured decay rates, modulated by the direct CP asymmetry, AD, between D0 and

2Natural units, with c = ~ = 1, are used throughout.
3The Wolfenstein parametrisation and the convention that CP |D0

i = |D0
i is used.

4It should be noted that there are multiple conventions in the literature for the strong phase �K⇡
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D0 WS decays. The parameters x0±
⌘ � |q/p|±1 ⇥x cos(�K⇡

D ± �) + y sin(�K⇡
D ± �)

⇤
and

y0± ⌘ � |q/p|±1 ⇥y cos(�K⇡
D ± �)� x sin(�K⇡

D ± �)
⇤
encode the mixing. Since �K⇡

D is close
to ⇡ and � is almost zero [11], it follows that R±(t) is mostly sensitive to the parameter y
through the term linear in decay time and mixing parameters, and currently the precision
on y is limited by the precision with which �K⇡

D is known. Consequently, a simultaneous
combination using both beauty and charm observables from LHCb is performed for the
first time, improving the precision on y (x) by about 50% (2%).

A further motivation for the simultaneous combination of both beauty and charm
measurements is that non-negligible e↵ects due to charm-meson mixing give rise to
additional terms in Eq. (1). Incorporating the e↵ect of D-meson mixing, up to first order
in x and y, means the decay rate of Eq. (1) becomes [14]

�(B±
! Dh±) / r2D + r2B + 2DBrDrB cos(�B + �D ± �)

� ↵
⇥
(1 + r2B)DrD cos(�D) + (1 + r2D)BrB cos(�B ± �)

⇤
y

+ ↵
⇥
(1� r2B)DrD sin(�D)� (1� r2D)BrB sin(�B ± �)

⇤
x, (3)

where the ↵ coe�cient accounts for the non-uniform decay-time acceptance of the LHCb
detector. For cases where rB � x, y, such as the B±

! DK± decay, the e↵ect of
D mixing is small. However, for decays like B±

! D⇡±, where rB ⇠ x, y, the e↵ect
is significant [14]. Studies of this combination, which includes both B±

! DK± and
B±

! D⇡± modes, suggest that not accounting for the e↵ect of D-meson mixing results
in a bias on � of approximately 1.8�, and an ever larger bias for the hadronic parameters,
rD⇡±

B± and �D⇡±

B± , of the B±
! D⇡± system. Thus an unbiased determination of �, x and

y requires the simultaneous combination produced in this article.
This article presents results for the weak phase � and charm mixing and CP violation

parameters x, y, |q/p| and �, as well as for several additional amplitude ratios and strong
phases, using data collected at the LHCb experiment during the first two runs of the LHC.
The statistical procedure is identical to that described in Ref. [15] and follows a frequentist
treatment which is described in detail in Ref. [16] and briefly recapped in Sec. 3. The
results have additionally been cross-checked using Bayesian inference, which finds very
similar values. The results presented here supersede previous LHCb combinations [15–18].

The full list of LHCb measurements that are used as inputs to the combination is
provided in Table 1. In the beauty sector this includes decay-rate ratios and charge
asymmetries of B±

! Dh±, B±
! D⇤h±, B±

! DK⇤±, B±
! Dh±⇡+⇡�, B0

! DK⇤0,
B0

! D⌥⇡±, B0
s ! D⌥

s K
± and B0

s ! D⌥
s K

±⇡+⇡� decays, where D⇤ is an admixture
of D⇤0 and D⇤0 flavour states. In the charm sector this includes time-dependent mea-
surements of D0

! h+h�, D0
! K+⇡�, D0

! K±⇡⌥⇡+⇡� and D0
! K0

S⇡
+⇡� decays.

There are seven new or updated measurements from beauty-meson decays since the last
combination, including LHCb Run 2 updates from the highly sensitive B±

! Dh± with
D ! K0

Sh
+h� [19] and D ! h+h� [20] decays. The eight inputs from LHCb charm

analyses are included in the combination for the first time.
Additional external constraints are summarised in Table 2; these are used predomi-

nantly to provide auxiliary information on the hadronic parameters and coherence factors
in multibody B and D decays. In the case of quasi-CP -eigenstate decays, such as
D ! ⇡+⇡�⇡+⇡�, the coherence factor is determined by the fraction of CP -even content in
the final-state amplitude, F+ = (D +1)/2. In the case of the B0

! D⌥⇡±, B0
s ! D⌥

s K
±

and B0
s ! D⌥

s K
±⇡+⇡� modes, the weak phases measured through the time-dependent
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This	is	the	same	strong	phase	difference	and	ratio	of	
amplitudes	as	shown	in	the	B	decay	equation

and D0
! f amplitudes. For D decays to CP eigenstates, e.g. D ! K+K�, these values

are rD = 1 and �D = 0. The coherence factors of B and D decays, B and D, are equal
to unity for two-body decays, and account for a dilution of the interference term due
to incoherence (strong phase variation) between contributing intermediate resonances in
multibody decays. The hadronic parameters, rB, �B, rD, �D, are specific to each B decay
and subsequent D decay, respectively. However, the CP -violating weak phase di↵erence
between B+ and B� amplitudes, �, is shared by all such decays.

Equation (1) has at least five unknown parameters, even more if the coherence factors
are not set to unity, hence they cannot be determined using a single pair of B± decay
rates. This is overcome by combining the results from many di↵erent D-decay modes to
overconstrain the parameters of the B-meson decay, provided that the corresponding rD,
�D and D parameters are constrained by other measurements. In past combinations these
parameters have been taken as external inputs using dedicated charm-meson measurements.
The large B-meson samples now constrain � and �B so precisely that �K⇡

D , the strong phase
di↵erence between D0

!K�⇡+ and D0
!K�⇡+ decays, can be measured with similar

precision as � and �B, a factor of about two better than the previous world average [11].
This improved precision on �K⇡

D can then be used to improve knowledge of charm mixing
as described below.

The mass eigenstates of the neutral charm mesons can be written as
|D1,2i ⌘ p|D0

i± q|D0
i, where p and q are complex parameters such that |p|2 + |q|2 = 1.

The D1 (D2) state corresponds to the + (�) sign and is approximately CP even (odd)
in the chosen convention. The mixing of charm flavour states can be described by two
dimensionless parameters, x ⌘ (m1 �m2)/� and y ⌘ (�1 � �2)/2�, where mi (�i) is the
mass (width) of the appropriate D mass state, and � their average decay width.2 E↵ects
of CP violation in D0 and D0 decays to a common final state, f , can be seen in mixing
if |q/p| 6= 1, or in the interference between mixing and decay if � ⌘ arg(q/p) 6= 0, ⇡.3

Study of the charm mixing parameters is of high interest in its own right, because the
flavour-changing neutral currents responsible for the mixing transition do not occur at
tree-level in the SM, and thus can be significantly a↵ected by contributions from new heavy
particles. The world averages for x = (4.09+0.48

�0.49)⇥ 10�3 and y = (6.15+0.56
�0.55)⇥ 10�3 [11]

are dominated by LHCb results.
The mixing parameters, x and y, can be determined using the ratio of wrong-sign

(WS), D0
!K+⇡�, and right-sign (RS), D0

!K�⇡+, time-dependent decay rates. This
ratio is
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p
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, (2)

up to second order in the mixing parameters, where t is the decay time, ⌧ is the D0 meson
lifetime, and the + (�) signs correspond to the decay-rate ratio for a flavour-tagged
D0 (D0) initial state.4 The parameter R± = r2D(1± AD) is the ratio of suppressed-to-
favoured decay rates, modulated by the direct CP asymmetry, AD, between D0 and

2Natural units, with c = ~ = 1, are used throughout.
3The Wolfenstein parametrisation and the convention that CP |D0

i = |D0
i is used.

4It should be noted that there are multiple conventions in the literature for the strong phase �K⇡
D ,

depending on whether the discussion involves the CKM angle � or charm mixing. The convention in
which �D ! ⇡ in the SU(3) limit is used, which is shifted by ⇡ with respect to the convention employed
by the HFLAV Charm group.
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up to second order in the mixing parameters, where t is the decay time, ⌧ is the D0 meson
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• Just	seen	that	there	are	some	common	parameters
• Recall	that	many	measurements	of	𝛾 utilise decays	of	neutral	D	mesons
• Must	(and	always	have)	include	charm	mixing	anyway
• Decay	rate	equation	becomes	

• Particularly	important	in	decays	where	rB is	comparable	to		x		and		y
• Beauty	data	samples	now	large	enough	that	the	strong	phase							can	be	
measured	more	precisely	than	in	charm	measurements
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D is close
to ⇡ and � is almost zero [11], it follows that R±(t) is mostly sensitive to the parameter y
through the term linear in decay time and mixing parameters, and currently the precision
on y is limited by the precision with which �K⇡

D is known. Consequently, a simultaneous
combination using both beauty and charm observables from LHCb is performed for the
first time, improving the precision on y (x) by about 50% (2%).

A further motivation for the simultaneous combination of both beauty and charm
measurements is that non-negligible e↵ects due to charm-meson mixing give rise to
additional terms in Eq. (1). Incorporating the e↵ect of D-meson mixing, up to first order
in x and y, means the decay rate of Eq. (1) becomes [14]
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and D0
! f amplitudes. For D decays to CP eigenstates, e.g. D ! K+K�, these values

are rD = 1 and �D = 0. The coherence factors of B and D decays, B and D, are equal
to unity for two-body decays, and account for a dilution of the interference term due
to incoherence (strong phase variation) between contributing intermediate resonances in
multibody decays. The hadronic parameters, rB, �B, rD, �D, are specific to each B decay
and subsequent D decay, respectively. However, the CP -violating weak phase di↵erence
between B+ and B� amplitudes, �, is shared by all such decays.

Equation (1) has at least five unknown parameters, even more if the coherence factors
are not set to unity, hence they cannot be determined using a single pair of B± decay
rates. This is overcome by combining the results from many di↵erent D-decay modes to
overconstrain the parameters of the B-meson decay, provided that the corresponding rD,
�D and D parameters are constrained by other measurements. In past combinations these
parameters have been taken as external inputs using dedicated charm-meson measurements.
The large B-meson samples now constrain � and �B so precisely that �K⇡

D , the strong phase
di↵erence between D0

!K�⇡+ and D0
!K�⇡+ decays, can be measured with similar

precision as � and �B, a factor of about two better than the previous world average [11].
This improved precision on �K⇡

D can then be used to improve knowledge of charm mixing
as described below.

The mass eigenstates of the neutral charm mesons can be written as
|D1,2i ⌘ p|D0

i± q|D0
i, where p and q are complex parameters such that |p|2 + |q|2 = 1.

The D1 (D2) state corresponds to the + (�) sign and is approximately CP even (odd)
in the chosen convention. The mixing of charm flavour states can be described by two
dimensionless parameters, x ⌘ (m1 �m2)/� and y ⌘ (�1 � �2)/2�, where mi (�i) is the
mass (width) of the appropriate D mass state, and � their average decay width.2 E↵ects
of CP violation in D0 and D0 decays to a common final state, f , can be seen in mixing
if |q/p| 6= 1, or in the interference between mixing and decay if � ⌘ arg(q/p) 6= 0, ⇡.3

Study of the charm mixing parameters is of high interest in its own right, because the
flavour-changing neutral currents responsible for the mixing transition do not occur at
tree-level in the SM, and thus can be significantly a↵ected by contributions from new heavy
particles. The world averages for x = (4.09+0.48

�0.49)⇥ 10�3 and y = (6.15+0.56
�0.55)⇥ 10�3 [11]

are dominated by LHCb results.
The mixing parameters, x and y, can be determined using the ratio of wrong-sign

(WS), D0
!K+⇡�, and right-sign (RS), D0

!K�⇡+, time-dependent decay rates. This
ratio is

R±(t) ⇡ R± +
p

R±y0±
✓
t

⌧

◆
+

(x0±)2 + (y0±)2

4

✓
t

⌧

◆2

, (2)

up to second order in the mixing parameters, where t is the decay time, ⌧ is the D0 meson
lifetime, and the + (�) signs correspond to the decay-rate ratio for a flavour-tagged
D0 (D0) initial state.4 The parameter R± = r2D(1± AD) is the ratio of suppressed-to-
favoured decay rates, modulated by the direct CP asymmetry, AD, between D0 and

2Natural units, with c = ~ = 1, are used throughout.
3The Wolfenstein parametrisation and the convention that CP |D0

i = |D0
i is used.

4It should be noted that there are multiple conventions in the literature for the strong phase �K⇡
D ,

depending on whether the discussion involves the CKM angle � or charm mixing. The convention in
which �D ! ⇡ in the SU(3) limit is used, which is shifted by ⇡ with respect to the convention employed
by the HFLAV Charm group.
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• It	also	turns	out	there	is	a	strong	correlation	
between	y	and	
• Recall	terms	from	the	equation	above,	sensitivity	
to	y	driven	by	

𝑦- ≈ −𝑦 cos 𝛿3&' + 𝑥 sin 𝛿3&'

• Beauty	samples	can	improve	the	precision	
on	y	by	exploiting	such	correlations!

• A	statistically	robust	determination	of	all	these	parameters	requires	the	
simultaneous	approach	
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mass (width) of the appropriate D mass state, and � their average decay width.2 E↵ects
of CP violation in D0 and D0 decays to a common final state, f , can be seen in mixing
if |q/p| 6= 1, or in the interference between mixing and decay if � ⌘ arg(q/p) 6= 0, ⇡.3

Study of the charm mixing parameters is of high interest in its own right, because the
flavour-changing neutral currents responsible for the mixing transition do not occur at
tree-level in the SM, and thus can be significantly a↵ected by contributions from new heavy
particles. The world averages for x = (4.09+0.48
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up to second order in the mixing parameters, where t is the decay time, ⌧ is the D0 meson
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measurement of this paper. In the latter, xD is fixed to the global best fit, where one can see
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1 Introduction

Precise measurements of the Cabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa (CKM) unitarity triangle
provide a strict test of the Standard Model (SM) and allow for indirect new physics
searches in the quark sector up to very high mass scales. The CP violating phase
� ⌘ arg[�VudV

⇤
ub/VcdV

⇤
cb], where Vqq0 is the relevant CKM matrix element, is the only angle

of the unitarity triangle that can be determined using solely measurements of tree-level
B-meson decays [1–8] with negligible theoretical uncertainty [9], assuming no sizeable
new physics e↵ects are present at tree level [10]. Deviations between direct measurements
of � and the value derived from global CKM fits, which assume validity of the SM and
hence unitarity of the CKM matrix, would be a clear indication of physics beyond the
SM. Furthermore, comparisons between the value of � measured using decays of di↵erent
B-meson species provide sensitivity to possible new physics e↵ects at tree level given
the di↵erent decay topologies involved. The world average for direct measurements of
� = (66.2+3.4

�3.6)
� [11] is dominated by LHCb results. The experimental uncertainty on � is

larger than that obtained from global CKM fits, � = (65.6+0.9
�2.7)

� [12] using a frequentist
framework, and � = (65.8± 2.2)� [13] with a Bayesian approach. Closing this sensitivity
gap is a key physics goal of the LHCb experiment and the comparison between the direct
and indirect determinations of � is an important test of the SM.

The CKM angle � is measured in decays which are sensitive to interference between
favoured b ! c and suppressed b ! u quark transition amplitudes that are propor-
tional to Vcb and Vub, respectively.1 The ratio of these two amplitudes is given by
Asup/Afav = rBei�B±� , where the + or � sign indicates whether the initial state contains
a b- or b-quark, rB is the ratio of the amplitude magnitudes, and �B their CP -conserving
strong-phase di↵erence. This interference e↵ect is typically measured in B-meson decays
such as B±

! Dh±, where D is an admixture of the D0 and D0 flavour states, and h±

is either a charged kaon or pion. Figure 1 shows the leading-order Feynman diagrams
for the favoured and suppressed processes. Interference e↵ects, providing sensitivity to �,
only occur when the D meson decays to a final state, f , accessible to both D0 and D0

mesons. Neglecting mixing in the neutral charm system, the decay rate for a B±
! Dh±

decay is given by

�(B±
! Dh±) / |rDe

�i�D + rBe
i(�B±�)

|
2
) r2D + r2B +2DBrDrB cos(�B + �D ± �), (1)

where rD and �D are the magnitude ratio and strong-phase di↵erence between the D0
! f

b

ū

c

ū

d, s

ū
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B�

⇡�, K�
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ū ū
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Figure 1: Leading-order Feynman diagrams for B�
! Dh� decays with a (left) favoured b ! c

and (right) suppressed b ! u quark transition.

1Charge conjugation is implied throughout unless stated otherwise.
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D0 WS decays. The parameters x0±
⌘ � |q/p|±1 ⇥x cos(�K⇡

D ± �) + y sin(�K⇡
D ± �)

⇤
and

y0± ⌘ � |q/p|±1 ⇥y cos(�K⇡
D ± �)� x sin(�K⇡

D ± �)
⇤
encode the mixing. Since �K⇡

D is close
to ⇡ and � is almost zero [11], it follows that R±(t) is mostly sensitive to the parameter y
through the term linear in decay time and mixing parameters, and currently the precision
on y is limited by the precision with which �K⇡

D is known. Consequently, a simultaneous
combination using both beauty and charm observables from LHCb is performed for the
first time, improving the precision on y (x) by about 50% (2%).

A further motivation for the simultaneous combination of both beauty and charm
measurements is that non-negligible e↵ects due to charm-meson mixing give rise to
additional terms in Eq. (1). Incorporating the e↵ect of D-meson mixing, up to first order
in x and y, means the decay rate of Eq. (1) becomes [14]

�(B±
! Dh±) / r2D + r2B + 2DBrDrB cos(�B + �D ± �)

� ↵
⇥
(1 + r2B)DrD cos(�D) + (1 + r2D)BrB cos(�B ± �)

⇤
y

+ ↵
⇥
(1� r2B)DrD sin(�D)� (1� r2D)BrB sin(�B ± �)

⇤
x, (3)

where the ↵ coe�cient accounts for the non-uniform decay-time acceptance of the LHCb
detector. For cases where rB � x, y, such as the B±

! DK± decay, the e↵ect of
D mixing is small. However, for decays like B±

! D⇡±, where rB ⇠ x, y, the e↵ect
is significant [14]. Studies of this combination, which includes both B±

! DK± and
B±

! D⇡± modes, suggest that not accounting for the e↵ect of D-meson mixing results
in a bias on � of approximately 1.8�, and an ever larger bias for the hadronic parameters,
rD⇡±

B± and �D⇡±

B± , of the B±
! D⇡± system. Thus an unbiased determination of �, x and

y requires the simultaneous combination produced in this article.
This article presents results for the weak phase � and charm mixing and CP violation

parameters x, y, |q/p| and �, as well as for several additional amplitude ratios and strong
phases, using data collected at the LHCb experiment during the first two runs of the LHC.
The statistical procedure is identical to that described in Ref. [15] and follows a frequentist
treatment which is described in detail in Ref. [16] and briefly recapped in Sec. 3. The
results have additionally been cross-checked using Bayesian inference, which finds very
similar values. The results presented here supersede previous LHCb combinations [15–18].

The full list of LHCb measurements that are used as inputs to the combination is
provided in Table 1. In the beauty sector this includes decay-rate ratios and charge
asymmetries of B±

! Dh±, B±
! D⇤h±, B±

! DK⇤±, B±
! Dh±⇡+⇡�, B0

! DK⇤0,
B0

! D⌥⇡±, B0
s ! D⌥

s K
± and B0

s ! D⌥
s K

±⇡+⇡� decays, where D⇤ is an admixture
of D⇤0 and D⇤0 flavour states. In the charm sector this includes time-dependent mea-
surements of D0

! h+h�, D0
! K+⇡�, D0

! K±⇡⌥⇡+⇡� and D0
! K0

S⇡
+⇡� decays.

There are seven new or updated measurements from beauty-meson decays since the last
combination, including LHCb Run 2 updates from the highly sensitive B±

! Dh± with
D ! K0

Sh
+h� [19] and D ! h+h� [20] decays. The eight inputs from LHCb charm

analyses are included in the combination for the first time.
Additional external constraints are summarised in Table 2; these are used predomi-

nantly to provide auxiliary information on the hadronic parameters and coherence factors
in multibody B and D decays. In the case of quasi-CP -eigenstate decays, such as
D ! ⇡+⇡�⇡+⇡�, the coherence factor is determined by the fraction of CP -even content in
the final-state amplitude, F+ = (D +1)/2. In the case of the B0

! D⌥⇡±, B0
s ! D⌥

s K
±

and B0
s ! D⌥

s K
±⇡+⇡� modes, the weak phases measured through the time-dependent

3

Table 1: Measurements used in the combination. Inputs from the charm system appear in
the lower part of the table. Those that are new, or that have changed, since the previous
combination [17] are highlighted in bold. Measurements denoted by (*) include only a fraction
of the Run 2 sample, corresponding to data taken in 2015 and 2016. Where multiple references
are cited, measured values are taken from the most recent results, which include information
from the others.

B decay D decay Ref. Dataset Status since

Ref. [17]

B±
! Dh± D ! h+h� [20] Run 1&2 Updated

B±
! Dh± D ! h+⇡�⇡+⇡� [21] Run 1 As before

B±
! Dh± D ! h+h�⇡0 [22] Run 1 As before

B±
! Dh± D ! K0

Sh
+h� [19] Run 1&2 Updated

B±
! Dh± D ! K0

SK
±⇡⌥ [23] Run 1&2 Updated

B±
! D⇤h± D ! h+h� [20] Run 1&2 Updated

B±
! DK⇤± D ! h+h� [24] Run 1&2(*) As before

B±
! DK⇤± D ! h+⇡�⇡+⇡� [24] Run 1&2(*) As before

B±
! Dh±⇡+⇡� D ! h+h� [25] Run 1 As before

B0
! DK⇤0 D ! h+h� [26] Run 1&2(*) Updated

B0
! DK⇤0 D ! h+⇡�⇡+⇡� [26] Run 1&2(*) New

B0
! DK⇤0 D ! K0

S⇡
+⇡� [27] Run 1 As before

B0
! D⌥⇡± D+

! K�⇡+⇡+ [28] Run 1 As before

B0
s ! D⌥

s K
± D+

s ! h+h�⇡+ [29] Run 1 As before

B0
s ! D⌥

s K
±⇡+⇡� D+

s ! h+h�⇡+ [30] Run 1&2 New

D decay Observable(s) Ref. Dataset Status since

Ref. [17]

D0
! h+h� �ACP [31–33] Run 1&2 New

D0
! h+h� yCP [34] Run 1 New

D0
! h+h� �Y [35–38] Run 1&2 New

D0
! K+⇡� (Single Tag) R±, (x0±)2, y0± [39] Run 1 New

D0
! K+⇡� (Double Tag) R±, (x0±)2, y0± [40] Run 1&2(*) New

D0
! K±⇡⌥⇡+⇡� (x2 + y2)/4 [41] Run 1 New

D0
! K0

S⇡
+⇡� x, y [42] Run 1 New

D0
! K0

S⇡
+⇡� xCP , yCP , �x, �y [43] Run 1 New

D0
! K0

S⇡
+⇡� xCP , yCP , �x, �y [44] Run 2 New

CP asymmetry are (� + 2�) and (� � 2�s), induced via interference between B0
(s) mixing

and decay. Therefore, in order to obtain sensitivity to �, external constraints from the
world averages of � ⌘ arg[�VcdV

⇤
cb/VtdV

⇤
tb] and �s ⇡ �2�s ⌘ �2 arg[�VtsV

⇤
tb/VcsV

⇤
cb] [11]

are included.

4

Each	B	decay	mode	includes	results	from
(some	of)	the	following	D	decay	modes

Exploit	interference	between	the	two	diagrams
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nantly to provide auxiliary information on the hadronic parameters and coherence factors
in multibody B and D decays. In the case of quasi-CP -eigenstate decays, such as
D ! ⇡+⇡�⇡+⇡�, the coherence factor is determined by the fraction of CP -even content in
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• Quite	different	to	the	time	dependent	measurements
• Interference	effects	arise	from	B	meson	mixing
• Require	knowledge	of	initial	flavour via	flavour tagging	algorithms
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for B0
s ! D+

s K� decays (left) without and (right) with B0
s–B

0
s

mixing.

1.1 Decay rate equations and CP violation parameters

The time-dependent-decay rates of the initially produced flavour eigenstates |B0
s
(t = 0)i

and |B0
s
(t = 0)i are given by

d�B0
s!f (t)

dt
=

1

2
|Af |

2(1 + |�f |
2)e��st


cosh

✓
��st

2

◆
+ A��

f
sinh

✓
��st

2

◆

+ Cf cos (�mst)� Sf sin (�mst)
i
, (1)

d�
B0

s!f
(t)

dt
=

1

2
|Af |

2

����
p

q

����
2

(1 + |�f |
2)e��st


cosh

✓
��st

2

◆
+ A��

f
sinh

✓
��st

2

◆

� Cf cos (�mst) + Sf sin (�mst)
i
, (2)

where �f ⌘ (q/p)(Af/Af ) and Af (Af) is the amplitude of a B0
s
(B0

s
) decay to the final

state f , �s corresponds to the average B0
s
decay width, while ��s indicates the decay-

width di↵erence between the light, |BLi, and heavy, |BHi, B0
s
mass eigenstates, defined

as �BL
� �BH

and �ms is the mixing frequency in the B0
s
system defined as mBH

�mBL
.

The complex coe�cients p and q relate the B0
s
meson mass eigenstates, to the flavour

eigenstates, where

|BLi = p|B0
s
i+ q|B0

s
i and |BHi = p|B0

s
i � q|B0

s
i , (3)

with |p|2 + |q|2 = 1. Equations similar to 1 and 2 can be written for the decays to the
CP -conjugate final state f replacing Cf by C

f
, Sf by S

f
, and A��

f
by A��

f
. In what

follows, the convention that f (f) indicates D�
s
K+ (D+

s
K�) final state is used. The

CP -asymmetry parameters are given by

Cf =
1� |�f |

2

1 + |�f |
2
= �C

f
= �

1� |�
f
|
2

1 + |�
f
|2
,

Sf =
2Im(�f )

1 + |�f |
2
, A��

f
=

�2Re(�f )

1 + |�f |
2

,

S
f
=

2Im(�
f
)

1 + |�
f
|2
, A��

f
=

�2Re(�
f
)

1 + |�
f
|2

.

(4)

The equality Cf = �C
f
results from |q/p| = 1 and |�f | = |1/�

f
|, i.e. assuming no CP

violation in either the mixing, in agreement with current measurements [20], or in the
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• The	LHCb charm	inputs	included	for	the	first	time
• Suite	of	mixing	and/or	CP	violation	measurements
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Channel Measurement

Table 1: Measurements used in the combination. Inputs from the charm system appear in
the lower part of the table. Those that are new, or that have changed, since the previous
combination [17] are highlighted in bold. Measurements denoted by (*) include only a fraction
of the Run 2 sample, corresponding to data taken in 2015 and 2016. Where multiple references
are cited, measured values are taken from the most recent results, which include information
from the others.

B decay D decay Ref. Dataset Status since

Ref. [17]

B±
! Dh± D ! h+h� [20] Run 1&2 Updated

B±
! Dh± D ! h+⇡�⇡+⇡� [21] Run 1 As before

B±
! Dh± D ! h+h�⇡0 [22] Run 1 As before

B±
! Dh± D ! K0

Sh
+h� [19] Run 1&2 Updated

B±
! Dh± D ! K0

SK
±⇡⌥ [23] Run 1&2 Updated

B±
! D⇤h± D ! h+h� [20] Run 1&2 Updated

B±
! DK⇤± D ! h+h� [24] Run 1&2(*) As before

B±
! DK⇤± D ! h+⇡�⇡+⇡� [24] Run 1&2(*) As before

B±
! Dh±⇡+⇡� D ! h+h� [25] Run 1 As before

B0
! DK⇤0 D ! h+h� [26] Run 1&2(*) Updated

B0
! DK⇤0 D ! h+⇡�⇡+⇡� [26] Run 1&2(*) New

B0
! DK⇤0 D ! K0

S⇡
+⇡� [27] Run 1 As before

B0
! D⌥⇡± D+

! K�⇡+⇡+ [28] Run 1 As before

B0
s ! D⌥

s K
± D+

s ! h+h�⇡+ [29] Run 1 As before

B0
s ! D⌥

s K
±⇡+⇡� D+

s ! h+h�⇡+ [30] Run 1&2 New

D decay Observable(s) Ref. Dataset Status since

Ref. [17]

D0
! h+h� �ACP [31–33] Run 1&2 New

D0
! h+h� yCP [34] Run 1 New

D0
! h+h� �Y [35–38] Run 1&2 New

D0
! K+⇡� (Single Tag) R±, (x0±)2, y0± [39] Run 1 New

D0
! K+⇡� (Double Tag) R±, (x0±)2, y0± [40] Run 1&2(*) New

D0
! K±⇡⌥⇡+⇡� (x2 + y2)/4 [41] Run 1 New

D0
! K0

S⇡
+⇡� x, y [42] Run 1 New

D0
! K0

S⇡
+⇡� xCP , yCP , �x, �y [43] Run 1 New

D0
! K0

S⇡
+⇡� xCP , yCP , �x, �y [44] Run 2 New

CP asymmetry are (� + 2�) and (� � 2�s), induced via interference between B0
(s) mixing

and decay. Therefore, in order to obtain sensitivity to �, external constraints from the
world averages of � ⌘ arg[�VcdV

⇤
cb/VtdV

⇤
tb] and �s ⇡ �2�s ⌘ �2 arg[�VtsV

⇤
tb/VcsV

⇤
cb] [11]

are included.
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Table 2: Auxiliary inputs used in the combination. Those highlighted in bold have changed
since the previous combination [17].

Decay Parameters Source Ref. Status since

Ref. [17]

B±
! DK⇤± DK⇤±

B± LHCb [24] As before

B0
! DK⇤0 DK⇤0

B0 LHCb [45] As before

B0
! D⌥⇡± � HFLAV [11] Updated

B0
s ! D⌥

s K
±(⇡⇡) �s HFLAV [11] Updated

D ! h+h�⇡0 F+
⇡⇡⇡0 , F

+
K⇡⇡0 CLEO-c [46] As before

D ! ⇡+⇡�⇡+⇡� F+
4⇡ CLEO-c [46] As before

D ! K+⇡�⇡0 rK⇡⇡0

D , �K⇡⇡0

D , K⇡⇡0

D CLEO-c+LHCb+BESIII [47–49] Updated

D ! K±⇡⌥⇡+⇡� rK3⇡
D , �K3⇡

D , K3⇡
D CLEO-c+LHCb+BESIII [41, 47–49] Updated

D ! K0
SK

±⇡⌥ r
K0

SK⇡
D , �

K0
SK⇡

D , 
K0

SK⇡
D CLEO [50] As before

D ! K0
SK

±⇡⌥ r
K0

SK⇡
D LHCb [51] As before

2 Assumptions

The mathematical formulae relating the input observables to the parameters of interest,
via Eq. (3), contain a few assumptions. These are detailed below and their impact on the
results has been checked to be negligible at the current precision. In the future, as the
precision on � approaches one degree, many of them will need to be reassessed.

Neutral kaon mixing

The extraction of � from decays where the final state of the D meson decay contains a neu-
tral kaon is a↵ected by CP violation in K0–K0 mixing and decay and by regeneration [52].
For the D ! K0

Sh
+h� final state, a relative shift of approximately ��/� ⇡ O(10�3) is

expected; this has been studied in detail in Ref. [52]. Furthermore, the result of the
relevant input analysis includes a small systematic uncertainty to account for this [19],
so these e↵ects are not considered further in this combination. The size of the e↵ect in
D ! K0

SK
±⇡⌥ final states is larger, ��/� ⇡ O("K/rB), where "K = (2.10+0.27

�0.20) ⇥ 10�3

quantifies CP violation in neutral kaon mixing [12]. However, the impact on � is negligible
at present because the sensitivity of the input measurement is relatively low [23].

CP violation in D-meson decays

The e↵ect of CP violation in the direct decay of D0
! K0

Sh
+h� is not considered because

it is negligible in the SM for the Cabibbo-favoured (CF) and doubly Cabibbo-suppressed
(DCS) amplitudes contributing to that process. However, the e↵ect of CP violation in the
direct decay of D0

! K+⇡� is allowed for in the charm part of the combination, and is
denoted by AD. A non-zero value of AD would cause a small shift in the charge asymmetries
measured for D0

! K+⇡� final states in the beauty system, which is not accounted for in
this combination. The impact on the determination of � is found to be smaller than 0.2�.
The di↵erence between the size of direct CP violation in D0

! K+K� and D0
! ⇡+⇡�

5
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Several	input	measurements	rely	on	CLEO-c	+	BESIII	results	for	ci and	si from																															decays

Table 1: Measurements used in the combination. Inputs from the charm system appear in
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• Performed	using	the	Gammacombo package	https://gammacombo.github.io
• General	purpose	combination	framework	

• Default	results	use	a	frequentist	approach	(with	the	so	called	PLUGIN	method)
• 151	observables	used	to	determine	52	parameters
• Checked	with	a	Bayesian	approach

• Likelihood	effectively	a	product	of	Gaussians
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defined as
L(~↵) =

Y

i

fi( ~A
obs
i |~↵). (4)

Here, ~Aobs
i denotes the measured observables from analysis i, and ~↵ is the set of underlying

physics parameters on which they depend. The observables of each input are assumed to
follow a multi-dimensional Gaussian distribution

fi( ~A
obs
i |~↵) / exp

✓
�
1

2
( ~Ai(~↵)� ~Aobs

i )T V �1
i ( ~Ai(~↵)� ~Aobs

i )

◆
, (5)

where Vi is the experimental covariance matrix, including both statistical and systematic
uncertainties and their correlations.

A �2-function is defined as �2(~↵) = �2 lnL(~↵), with the best-fit point given by the
global minimum of the �2 function, �2(~↵min). The confidence level (CL) for a parameter
at a given value, denoted ↵0, is determined in the following way. First, for every fixed
↵0, a new minimum of ↵0 is found, �2(~↵ 0

min), and the deviation from the global minimum,
��2 = �2(~↵ 0

min)� �2(~↵min), is computed. Second, an ensemble of pseudoexperiments,
~AMC
j , is generated according to the probability distribution of Eq. (5), with parameters

~↵ = ~↵ 0
min. Finally, for each pseudoexperiment the �2-function is minimised once with

the parameter of interest free to vary and once with it at a fixed value ↵0, to obtain the
di↵erence, (��2)MC, from ~AMC

j , in the same way as ��2 was computed from ~Aobs
i . The p-

value, or 1�CL, is then defined as the fraction of pseudoexperiments with (��2)MC > ��2.
This method is often referred to as the µ̂ or Plugin method; see Ref. [57] for details. Its
coverage is not guaranteed [57] for the full parameter space, but can be evaluated at various
points across the phase space. The coverage of the intervals quoted in this combination has
been computed at several points across the phase space, including at the global minimum,
by generating large samples of pseudoexperiments and computing the fraction which
contains the generated value within a given confidence level. The coverage of the quoted
68.3% interval for � is (67.3 ± 1.5)%, for x is (68.2 ± 1.5)%, for y is (67.6 ± 1.5)%, for
|q/p| is (66.6± 1.5)%, and for � is (67.7± 1.5)%. Similar coverage is seen for the 95.4%
intervals and no correction to the quoted intervals is applied.

4 Results

The combination uses a total of 151 input observables to determine 52 free parameters, and
the goodness of fit is found to be 84%, evaluated using the best-fit �2 and cross-checked
with pseudoexperiments. The resulting confidence intervals for each parameter of interest,
except for externally constrained nuisance parameters, are provided in Table 3. The
correlation matrix of the parameters in Table 3 is given in Appendix A, Tables 7, 8
and 9. The p-value (or 1 � CL) distribution as a function of � is shown in Fig. 2 for
the total combination and for subsets in which the input observables are split by the
species of the initial B meson. The corresponding confidence intervals are provided in
Table 4. Significant di↵erences between initial state B mesons could be an indication
of new physics entering at tree-level, as the decay topologies for charged and neutral
initial states are di↵erent. Figure 2 shows a moderate tension, 2.2 standard deviations (�),
between the charged and neutral B states. The uncertainties in the B0 and B0

s modes
are considerably larger than in the dominant B+ modes. The sensitivity of the B0 and
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A �2-function is defined as �2(~↵) = �2 lnL(~↵), with the best-fit point given by the
global minimum of the �2 function, �2(~↵min). The confidence level (CL) for a parameter
at a given value, denoted ↵0, is determined in the following way. First, for every fixed
↵0, a new minimum of ↵0 is found, �2(~↵ 0

min), and the deviation from the global minimum,
��2 = �2(~↵ 0

min)� �2(~↵min), is computed. Second, an ensemble of pseudoexperiments,
~AMC
j , is generated according to the probability distribution of Eq. (5), with parameters

~↵ = ~↵ 0
min. Finally, for each pseudoexperiment the �2-function is minimised once with

the parameter of interest free to vary and once with it at a fixed value ↵0, to obtain the
di↵erence, (��2)MC, from ~AMC

j , in the same way as ��2 was computed from ~Aobs
i . The p-

value, or 1�CL, is then defined as the fraction of pseudoexperiments with (��2)MC > ��2.
This method is often referred to as the µ̂ or Plugin method; see Ref. [57] for details. Its
coverage is not guaranteed [57] for the full parameter space, but can be evaluated at various
points across the phase space. The coverage of the intervals quoted in this combination has
been computed at several points across the phase space, including at the global minimum,
by generating large samples of pseudoexperiments and computing the fraction which
contains the generated value within a given confidence level. The coverage of the quoted
68.3% interval for � is (67.3 ± 1.5)%, for x is (68.2 ± 1.5)%, for y is (67.6 ± 1.5)%, for
|q/p| is (66.6± 1.5)%, and for � is (67.7± 1.5)%. Similar coverage is seen for the 95.4%
intervals and no correction to the quoted intervals is applied.

4 Results

The combination uses a total of 151 input observables to determine 52 free parameters, and
the goodness of fit is found to be 84%, evaluated using the best-fit �2 and cross-checked
with pseudoexperiments. The resulting confidence intervals for each parameter of interest,
except for externally constrained nuisance parameters, are provided in Table 3. The
correlation matrix of the parameters in Table 3 is given in Appendix A, Tables 7, 8
and 9. The p-value (or 1 � CL) distribution as a function of � is shown in Fig. 2 for
the total combination and for subsets in which the input observables are split by the
species of the initial B meson. The corresponding confidence intervals are provided in
Table 4. Significant di↵erences between initial state B mesons could be an indication
of new physics entering at tree-level, as the decay topologies for charged and neutral
initial states are di↵erent. Figure 2 shows a moderate tension, 2.2 standard deviations (�),
between the charged and neutral B states. The uncertainties in the B0 and B0

s modes
are considerably larger than in the dominant B+ modes. The sensitivity of the B0 and

7

See	JHEP	12	(2021)	141	for	
more	details!



• Headline	result	

• Around	two	sigma	tension
between	B+ and	B0 results
• Looking	forward	to	full	Run	1+2
results	from	the	B0 sector

• Excellent	agreement	with	
indirect	results
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Figure 2: One dimensional 1 � CL profiles for � from the combination using inputs from B0
s

(light blue), B0 (orange), B+ mesons (red) and all species together (dark blue).

Figure 3: Two-dimensional profile likelihood contours for (left) the charm mixing parameters x
and y, and (right) the � and |q/p| parameters. The blue contours show the current charm world
average from Ref. [11]; the brown contours show the result of this combination. Contours are
drawn out from 1 (68.3%) to 5 standard deviations.

B0
s modes is expected to improve by approximately a factor of 2 with the analysis of

B0
! DK+⇡� with D ! K0

Sh
+h� and B0

s ! D⌥
s K

± decays using the full LHCb data
sample. Table 5 presents the confidence intervals for � as determined from inputs of
time-dependent methods and time-integrated methods only. Two-dimensional profile
likelihood contours in the (x, y) and (|q/p|,�) planes are shown in Fig. 3. The significant
improvement, of a factor of two, in the precision to y demonstrates the advantage of this
combination over the current world average in the charm system.

Breakdowns of the contributing components in the combination are shown in Figs. 4
and 5. These highlight the complementary nature of the input measurements to constrain
both � and the charm mixing parameters. In Fig. 5 (top left) the dark orange band
shows external constraints from CLEO-c [58] and BES-III [59]. These are required to
constrain �K⇡

D when obtaining the “All Charm Modes” contours, but are not used in the
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Figure 5: Profile likelihood contours for the charm decay parameters, showing the breakdown of
sensitivity amongst di↵erent sub-combinations of modes. The contours indicate the 68.3% and
95.4% confidence region.

rD
⌥⇡±

B0 = 0.030+0.014
�0.012. This is in agreement with the theory-based prediction and provides

confidence that the assumption of SU(3) symmetry is valid within the current precision.
This change has a negligible impact on the determination of other parameters.

5 Conclusion

A simultaneous combination of LHCb measurements sensitive to the CKM angle � and
charm mixing parameters, along with auxiliary information from other experiments, is
performed for the first time. This includes seven new and updated inputs from B-meson
decays and eight inputs from D-meson decays. The result,

� = (65.4+3.8
�4.2)

� ,

provides the most precise measurement from a single experiment. The charm mixing
parameters are found to be

x = (0.400+0.052
�0.053)% ,

y = (0.630+0.033
�0.030)% ,

which are the most precise determinations to date. In particular, the uncertainty on y is
reduced by a factor of two by using the new procedure described in this paper.
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• Why are we (still) measuring    ? 
• Standard candle measurement of the SM 

• Tree-level decays, theoretically simple 

• We really measure     not              

• Negligible SM uncertainties ~  

• Still room for some NP though 

• Indirect measurements from CKM fits 
•                            ,  
• Previous measurement from LHCb
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Figure 5: Profile likelihood contours for the charm decay parameters, showing the breakdown of
sensitivity amongst di↵erent sub-combinations of modes. The contours indicate the 68.3% and
95.4% confidence region.

rD
⌥⇡±

B0 = 0.030+0.014
�0.012. This is in agreement with the theory-based prediction and provides

confidence that the assumption of SU(3) symmetry is valid within the current precision.
This change has a negligible impact on the determination of other parameters.

5 Conclusion

A simultaneous combination of LHCb measurements sensitive to the CKM angle � and
charm mixing parameters, along with auxiliary information from other experiments, is
performed for the first time. This includes seven new and updated inputs from B-meson
decays and eight inputs from D-meson decays. The result,

� = (65.4+3.8
�4.2)

� ,

provides the most precise measurement from a single experiment. The charm mixing
parameters are found to be

x = (0.400+0.052
�0.053)% ,

y = (0.630+0.033
�0.030)% ,

which are the most precise determinations to date. In particular, the uncertainty on y is
reduced by a factor of two by using the new procedure described in this paper.
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Hint	of	CPV	in	charm	mixing?
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and D0
! f amplitudes. For D decays to CP eigenstates, e.g. D ! K+K�, these values

are rD = 1 and �D = 0. The coherence factors of B and D decays, B and D, are equal
to unity for two-body decays, and account for a dilution of the interference term due
to incoherence (strong phase variation) between contributing intermediate resonances in
multibody decays. The hadronic parameters, rB, �B, rD, �D, are specific to each B decay
and subsequent D decay, respectively. However, the CP -violating weak phase di↵erence
between B+ and B� amplitudes, �, is shared by all such decays.

Equation (1) has at least five unknown parameters, even more if the coherence factors
are not set to unity, hence they cannot be determined using a single pair of B± decay
rates. This is overcome by combining the results from many di↵erent D-decay modes to
overconstrain the parameters of the B-meson decay, provided that the corresponding rD,
�D and D parameters are constrained by other measurements. In past combinations these
parameters have been taken as external inputs using dedicated charm-meson measurements.
The large B-meson samples now constrain � and �B so precisely that �K⇡

D , the strong phase
di↵erence between D0

!K�⇡+ and D0
!K�⇡+ decays, can be measured with similar

precision as � and �B, a factor of about two better than the previous world average [11].
This improved precision on �K⇡

D can then be used to improve knowledge of charm mixing
as described below.

The mass eigenstates of the neutral charm mesons can be written as
|D1,2i ⌘ p|D0

i± q|D0
i, where p and q are complex parameters such that |p|2 + |q|2 = 1.

The D1 (D2) state corresponds to the + (�) sign and is approximately CP even (odd)
in the chosen convention. The mixing of charm flavour states can be described by two
dimensionless parameters, x ⌘ (m1 �m2)/� and y ⌘ (�1 � �2)/2�, where mi (�i) is the
mass (width) of the appropriate D mass state, and � their average decay width.2 E↵ects
of CP violation in D0 and D0 decays to a common final state, f , can be seen in mixing
if |q/p| 6= 1, or in the interference between mixing and decay if � ⌘ arg(q/p) 6= 0, ⇡.3

Study of the charm mixing parameters is of high interest in its own right, because the
flavour-changing neutral currents responsible for the mixing transition do not occur at
tree-level in the SM, and thus can be significantly a↵ected by contributions from new heavy
particles. The world averages for x = (4.09+0.48

�0.49)⇥ 10�3 and y = (6.15+0.56
�0.55)⇥ 10�3 [11]

are dominated by LHCb results.
The mixing parameters, x and y, can be determined using the ratio of wrong-sign

(WS), D0
!K+⇡�, and right-sign (RS), D0

!K�⇡+, time-dependent decay rates. This
ratio is

R±(t) ⇡ R± +
p

R±y0±
✓
t

⌧

◆
+

(x0±)2 + (y0±)2

4

✓
t

⌧

◆2

, (2)

up to second order in the mixing parameters, where t is the decay time, ⌧ is the D0 meson
lifetime, and the + (�) signs correspond to the decay-rate ratio for a flavour-tagged
D0 (D0) initial state.4 The parameter R± = r2D(1± AD) is the ratio of suppressed-to-
favoured decay rates, modulated by the direct CP asymmetry, AD, between D0 and

2Natural units, with c = ~ = 1, are used throughout.
3The Wolfenstein parametrisation and the convention that CP |D0

i = |D0
i is used.

4It should be noted that there are multiple conventions in the literature for the strong phase �K⇡
D ,

depending on whether the discussion involves the CKM angle � or charm mixing. The convention in
which �D ! ⇡ in the SU(3) limit is used, which is shifted by ⇡ with respect to the convention employed
by the HFLAV Charm group.
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to unity for two-body decays, and account for a dilution of the interference term due
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mass (width) of the appropriate D mass state, and � their average decay width.2 E↵ects
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amplitudes
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• Two	part	seminar	on	CP	violation	and	charm	mixing

• Simultaneous	determination	of	CKM	angle	𝛾 and	charm	mixing	parameters
• JHEP	12	(2021)	141

• Measurement	of	the	charm	mixing	parameter	𝑦#$ − 𝑦#$&' using	two	body	𝐷)
decays	
• LHCb-PAPER-2021-041

Recently	published	in	JHEP!

Shown	for	the	first	time	today!



Neutral	meson	mixing:	very	different	systems!
• Recap: 𝐷)	mixing	due	to	mass	eigenstates	≠ flavour eigenstates:	|𝐷>,@A = 𝑝|𝐷)⟩ ± 𝑞|𝐷G)⟩.

• Mixing	(oscillations)	defined	by	two	parameters:	𝑥 = HIJHK
L

and	𝑦 = LIJLK
@L

,	where	Γ = LINLK
@

(𝐷) decay	width).
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𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏 𝐷) → 𝐷G), 𝑡 =
𝑞
𝑝

@ 𝑒JLU

2
cosh 𝑦Γ𝑡 − cos	(𝑥Γ𝑡)

System 𝒙 𝒚

𝐾) − 𝐾G) −0.946 ± 0.004 0.99650 ± 0.00001

𝐷) − 𝐷G) (4.09J).cdN).ce)×10Jg (6.15J).hhN).hi)×10Jg

𝐵) − 𝐵k) −0.769 ± 0.004 (0.1 ± 0.1)×10J@

𝐵m) − 𝐵km) 26.89 ± 0.07 (12.9 ± 0.6)×10J@

Experimental	knowledge	of	𝑥 and	𝑦 [HFLAV and	PDG]

𝐷) − 𝐷G) system 𝐵m) − 𝐵km) system

Small	𝑥 and	small	𝑦 Very	high	𝑥 (Δmm)	

Log	scale	in	the	charm	sector!

𝐾) − 𝐾G) 𝐷) − 𝐷G)

𝐵) − 𝐵k) 𝐵m) − 𝐵km)

arXiv:1209.5806



Charm	mixing	and	experimental	lifetimes
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• 𝐷)	mixing	can	be	studied	through	golden	decay	modes	𝐷) → 𝐾J𝜋N and	𝐷) → 𝑓 (𝑓 =

𝐾J𝐾N and	𝜋J𝜋N):

§ 𝐷) → 𝐾J𝜋N:	CP-mixed state	with	τ 𝐷) → 𝐾J𝜋N ≈ 1/Γ

§ 𝐷) → 𝑓:	CP-even state with	τ 𝐷) → 𝑓 < τ 𝐷) → 𝐾J𝜋N

• LHCb:	a	few	billion	𝐷) collected	in	LHC	Run	1	and	Run	2	(9fb−1).

Big	data	samples	of	𝐷) → 𝐾J𝜋N
and	𝐷) → 𝑓 decays!
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The	𝑦#$
{ − 𝑦#$&' observable	(known	as	“𝑦#$”	in	the	literature)	
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• Goal: Study	lifetime	ratio	𝐷) → 𝐾J𝜋N/𝐷) → 𝑓 via	the	quantity	𝑦#$
{ − 𝑦#$&':

𝜏 𝐷) → 𝐾J𝜋N

𝜏 𝐷) → 𝑓
− 1 = 𝑦#$

{ − 𝑦#$&'

𝑓 = 𝐾J𝐾N and	𝜋J𝜋N



*	Note:	𝑦#$ − 𝑦#$&'	was	previously	called	𝑦#$.	The	term	−𝑦#$&'≈ +0.4×10Jg was	included	because	of	𝐷) → 𝐾J𝜋N/𝐷) → 𝐾N𝜋J mixing	
[arXiv:2106.02014].

The	𝑦#$
{ − 𝑦#$&' observable	(known	as	“𝑦#$”	in	the	literature)	
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• Goal: Study	lifetime	ratio	𝐷) → 𝐾J𝜋N/𝐷) → 𝑓 via	the	quantity	𝑦#$
{ − 𝑦#$&':

𝜏 𝐷) → 𝐾J𝜋N

𝜏 𝐷) → 𝑓
− 1 = 𝑦#$

{ − 𝑦#$&' ≈ 𝑦 1 + 𝑅3
�

• Hence,	measuring	precisely	𝑦#$
{ − 𝑦#$&'	allows	to	constrain	𝑦!

• 𝑦 is	small	and	hard	to	predict.	Experimental	determination	of	𝑦 is	important	to	improve	charm	
sector	predictions.

=
Γ> − Γ@
2Γ

≈ 0.6% =
ℬ(𝐷) → 𝐾N𝜋J)
ℬ(𝐷) → 𝐾J𝜋N)

�
≈ 6%

𝑓 = 𝐾J𝐾N and	𝜋J𝜋N



Measurement	of	𝑦#$ − 𝑦#$&' (known	as	“𝑦#$”	in	the	literature)	
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Current	status	of	𝑦#$ − 𝑦#$&'

• 𝑦#$ − 𝑦#$&':	average	of	𝑦#$&& − 𝑦#$&' and	
𝑦#$'' − 𝑦#$&'.

• Analysis: Measure	𝑦#$ − 𝑦#$&' with	LHCb
Run	2	data	set	(2015-2018,	6	fbJ>).

• Use	two-body	𝐷) meson	decays	
produced	at	the	𝑝𝑝 interaction	point.

• Statistical	uncertainty	of	~0.25×10Jg
can	be	achieved	(4× world	average!)

50- 0 50
]-3 [10pK

CP
y - 

CP
y

E791 1999  10.30± 28.90 ±7.32 

FOCUS 2000  7.40± 13.90 ±34.20 

CLEO 2002  14.00± 25.00 ±-12.00 

Belle 2009  5.20± 6.10 ±1.45 

LHCb 2011  4.10± 6.30 ±5.50 

BaBar 2012  1.24± 1.80 ±7.20 

BESIII 2015  7.00± 13.00 ±-19.65 

Belle 2016  0.92± 2.20 ±11.10 

LHCb 2019  0.94± 1.33 ±5.66 

Belle 2020  6.43± 9.10 ±10.30 

World average  0.60± 0.93 ±7.16 
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• The	decay time	ratio	𝑅&&(𝑡) is	defined	as:

• Hence,	𝑦#$&& − 𝑦#$&' is	obtained	with	an	exponential	fit	to	𝑅&&(𝑡) once	the	time-dependent	nuisance	

efficiencies	𝜀(ℎJℎ-N, 𝑡) have	been	treated.

• Treatment	of	𝜀 ℎJℎ-N, 𝑡 :	data-driven	approach.	Must	control	𝜀 ℎJℎ-N, 𝑡 at	~0.1×10Jg level!

𝑅&& 𝑡 =
𝑑𝑁 𝐷) → 𝐾J𝐾N, 𝑡
𝑑𝑁 𝐷) → 𝐾J𝜋N, 𝑡

∝ 𝑒J(���
��J���

��)U/���
𝜀 𝐾J𝐾N, 𝑡
𝜀 𝐾J𝜋N, 𝑡

Measuring	𝑦#$&& − 𝑦#$&' at	LHCb
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𝜏3� = (410.1 ± 1.5)fs [PDG]

* Same	logic	for	𝑦#$'' − 𝑦#$&',	where	𝐾J𝐾N is	replaced	by	𝜋J𝜋N.



Correction	strategy:	the	biggest	challenge
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𝐷) → 𝐾J𝜋N

𝐷) → 𝐾J𝐾N

Place	
𝐷) → 𝐾J𝐾N and
𝐷) → 𝐾J𝜋N in	a
common	phasespace

Common	phasespace

1

• Split	time-dependent	final	state	efficiencies	into	two	components:	

𝜀 ℎJℎ-N, 𝑡 ~	𝜀m����U��� ℎJℎ-N, 𝑡 𝜀��U��U��� ℎJℎ-N, 𝑡

• 𝜀m����U��� ℎJℎ-N, 𝑡 :	time-dependent	effects	of	kinematic	

requirements	from	data	selection.

Ø Strategy:	equalise 𝜀m����U���.	

Addressed	with	the	kinematic	matching	procedure

by	placing	both	decays	in	a	common	phasespace.

• 𝜀��U��U��� ℎJℎ-N, 𝑡 :	time-dependent	effects	linked	to	the	

interaction	of	kaons	and	pions with	LHCb detector.

Ø 𝜀��U��U��� addressed	with	the	kinematic	weighting	procedure.

𝑅&& 𝑡 ∝ 𝑒J(���
��J���

��)U/���
𝜀 𝐾J𝐾N, 𝑡
𝜀 𝐾J𝜋N, 𝑡



Correction	strategy:	the	biggest	challenge
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𝐷) → 𝐾J𝜋N

Weight	
kinematics	of	
𝐷) → 𝐾J𝐾N to
𝐷) → 𝐾J𝜋N

Common	phasespace

2

𝐷) → 𝐾J𝐾N

𝑅&& 𝑡 ∝ 𝑒J(���
��J���

��)U/���
𝜀 𝐾J𝐾N, 𝑡
𝜀 𝐾J𝜋N, 𝑡

• Split	time-dependent	final	state	efficiencies	into	two	components:	

𝜀 ℎJℎ-N, 𝑡 ~	𝜀m����U��� ℎJℎ-N, 𝑡 𝜀��U��U��� ℎJℎ-N, 𝑡

• 𝜀m����U��� ℎJℎ-N, 𝑡 :	time-dependent	effects	of	kinematic	

requirements	from	data	selection.

Ø Strategy:	equalise 𝜀m����U���.	

Addressed	with	the	kinematic	matching	procedure

by	placing	both	decays	in	a	common	phasespace.

• 𝜀��U��U��� ℎJℎ-N, 𝑡 :	time-dependent	effects	linked	to	the	

interaction	of	kaons	and	pions with	LHCb detector.

Ø 𝜀��U��U��� addressed	with	the	kinematic	weighting	procedure.



Kinematic matching: Matching the	kinematics	of	𝐷) → 𝐾J𝐾N to	the	ones	of	𝐷) → 𝐾JπN
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𝐾J
𝐷)

LAB	FRAME

𝐾N

𝐾J

𝜋N

𝐾J

We	change	𝑚(𝐾N) to	𝑚(𝜋N) and	scale	both	
centre-of-mass	momenta	 �⃗�∗ 	accordingly.	

𝐾J

𝐷)

�⃗�∗ =
(𝑚3�

@ − (𝑚�I + 𝑚�K)@)(𝑚3�
@ − (𝑚�I − 𝑚�K)@)

�

2𝑚3�

LAB	FRAME

CENTRE	OF	
MASS	FRAME

𝐾N 𝜋N

�⃗�(𝐷)) �⃗�(𝐷))

�⃗�∗(𝐾N)

�⃗�∗ 𝐾J
= −	�⃗�∗ 𝐾N

�⃗�∗(𝜋N)

�⃗�∗ 𝐾J
= −	�⃗�∗ 𝜋N
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CENTRE	OF	
MASS	FRAME

Original	decay Transformed	decay

Matched	𝐷) → 𝐾JπN	
kinematics:	used	in	the	offline	
selection	of	𝐷) → 𝐾J𝐾N decay

𝐷) 𝐷)
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Kinematic matching: validation	with fast simulation
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Before	kinematic	matching After	kinematic	matching

Generate	few	million	fast	simulation	(RapidSim)	candidates	of	𝐷∗N → 𝐷) → 𝐾J𝐾N 𝜋U��N and	𝐷∗N → 𝐷) → 𝐾J𝜋N 𝜋U��N 	 with
the	same 𝐷) lifetime.	Apply strong lifetime biasing requirements and	verify that the	matching procedure corrects	for	them.

𝑦#$&& − 𝑦#$&'
= (−0.25 ± 0.86)×10Jg

𝑦#$&& − 𝑦#$&'	is	
compatible	with	
zero.	This	is	
validated	down	to	
~0.2×10Jg.

Decay	time	
ratio

8	February 2022
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Signal	selection:	High	yields,	high	purity,	unbiased	
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70M 18M 6M

• Use	full	Run	2	data	(2015-2018).	𝐷) → ℎJℎ-N	 candidates	obtained	from	
𝐷∗N → 𝐷)𝜋U��N produced	at	𝑝𝑝 interaction	point	(prompt	𝐷∗N).

• Trigger	strategy:	use	trigger	lines	[LHCb-PUB-2015-026]	specifically	developed	
to	minimise biases	to	the	𝐷) decay	time	distribution.

• Combinatorial	background:	Fit	Δ𝑚 = 𝑚 ℎJℎN𝜋U��N − 𝑚 ℎJℎN and	assign	
negative	weights	to	pure	background	candidates	(sideband	subtraction).

LHCb preliminaryLHCb preliminary LHCb preliminary



Validation	of	the	analysis	procedure

• 𝐷) → 𝜋J𝜋N	and	𝐷) → 𝐾J𝐾N	are	both	CP-even,	so	we	expect	identical	lifetimes	(𝑦#$## = 0):		

𝑅##(𝑡) =
𝑑𝑁(𝐷) → 𝜋J𝜋N, 𝑡)
𝑑𝑁(𝐷) → 𝐾J𝐾N, 𝑡)

∝ 𝑒J	���
��	U/���

𝜀(𝜋J𝜋N, 𝑡)
𝜀(𝐾J𝐾N, 𝑡)

• Good	test	since	both	final	state	particles	are	different,	increasing	differences	linked	to	
selection	and	detection	efficiencies	(2× stronger!).	

• Other	important	cross-checks:

1. Measurement	of	𝑦#$ − 𝑦#$&' with	fast	simulation,	where	substantial	biasing	effects	are	
introduced (shown previously	in	slide	35).

2. Measurement	of	𝑦#$ − 𝑦#$&' with	high-statistics	LHCb simulation	samples	(validated	
down	to	0.2×10Jg).
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𝑦#$##:	Consistency	checks	of	𝐷) → 𝐾J𝐾N and	𝐷) → 𝜋J𝜋N
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Raw:	no	correction Matching +	Weighting
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*Many	other	kinematic	distributions	are	checked!

• 𝜃∗ ℎJ :	

Ø Angle	between	�⃗�(𝐷)) (lab	frame)	
and	�⃗�∗(ℎJ) (centre-of-mass	
frame).

Ø Very	sensitive	to	data	selection.

�⃗�(𝐷))

�⃗�∗(ℎJ)

𝜃∗ ℎJ

�⃗�∗(ℎN)
LHCb 
preliminary

LHCb 
preliminary

LHCb 
preliminary

LHCb 
preliminary
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Challenging background:	secondary 𝐷∗N	decays
• Data	samples	are	contaminated	by	secondary	𝐷∗N decays	coming	
from	𝐵 meson	decays.

• Secondary	decays:	𝐷) decay	time	𝑡 is	biased	since	it’s	obtained	
using	decay	length	𝑙 measured	w.r.t 𝑝𝑝 interaction	point	(hence	
includes	𝐵 decay	flight).

• The	fit	model	of		𝑦#$
{ − 𝑦#$&' is	carefully	adjusted	to	include	the	

contamination	of	secondary	decays.

8	February 2022

Prompt	decays Secondary	decays
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Results	of 𝑦#$##:	Compatible	with	zero
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Years	and	Magnet	polarities 𝑦#$## = (−0.44 ± 0.53)×10Jg

Averages	over	all	
data	samples

LHCb preliminary



Results	of	𝑦#$&& − 𝑦#$&' and	𝑦#$'' − 𝑦#$&'

• Compatibility	below	1𝜎 between independent 𝑦#$&& − 𝑦#$&'	and	𝑦#$'' − 𝑦#$&' measurements!
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𝑦#$&& − 𝑦#$&' = (7.08 ± 0.30)×10Jg 𝑦#$'' − 𝑦#$&' = (6.57 ± 0.53)×10Jg
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Systematic	and	statistical	uncertainties
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𝝈 𝒚𝑪𝑷𝑲𝑲 − 𝑦#$&' [𝟏𝟎J𝟑] 𝝈 𝒚𝑪𝑷𝝅𝝅 − 𝑦#$&' [𝟏𝟎J𝟑]

Subtraction of	combinatorial background 0.07 0.12

Treatment	of	secondary	decays 0.03 0.03

Kinematic	weighting	procedure 0.02 0.08

Input	𝐷) decay	time 0.03 0.03

Residual	nuisance	asymmetries < 0.01 0.03

Partially	or	misreconstructed
𝑫∗N → 𝑫𝟎𝝅N candidates	

0.11 0.02

Fit	bias 0.03 0.03

TOTAL	systematic	uncertainty 0.14 0.16

Statististical uncertainty 0.30 0.53
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E791 1999  10.30± 28.90 ±7.32 
FOCUS 2000  7.40± 13.90 ±34.20 

CLEO 2002  14.00± 25.00 ±-12.00 
Belle 2009  5.20± 6.10 ±1.45 

LHCb 2011  4.10± 6.30 ±5.50 
BaBar 2012  1.24± 1.80 ±7.20 
BESIII 2015  7.00± 13.00 ±-19.65 

Belle 2016  0.92± 2.20 ±11.10 
LHCb 2019  0.94± 1.33 ±5.66 
Belle 2020  6.43± 9.10 ±10.30 

LHCb 2022  0.13± 0.26 ±6.96 

World average  0.13± 0.25 ±6.97 
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Final	value	of	𝑦#$ − 𝑦#$&'

• Current	world	average	value:

𝑦#$ − 𝑦#$&' = (7.16 ± 0.93mU�U ± 0.60m�mU)×10Jg

• 𝑦#$&& − 𝑦#$&'and	𝑦#$'' − 𝑦#$&' are	combined
(LHCb 2022):

𝑦#$ − 𝑦#$&' = (6.96 ± 0.26mU�U ± 0.13m�mU)×10Jg,

being	4×more	precise	than	current	world	average	
value!
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Impact	of	this	measurement	on	charm	averages
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• The	measurement	(LHCb-PAPER-2021-041)	is	added	to	LHCb	CHARM	ONLY global	fits.	Improvements	of	mixing	parameter	
𝑦 = (Γ> − Γ@)/2Γ and strong	phase	difference	between	𝐷) → 𝐾J𝜋N and	𝐷) → 𝐾N𝜋J decays	𝛿3®¯.

• Using	a	LHCb	CHARM	ONLY	combination:

§ 𝑦 = (6.46J).@hN).@c)×10Jg Improvement	by	more	than	a	factor	of	two!

§ 𝛿3®¯ = 192. 1Jc.)Ng.° ° 3𝜎 deviation	from	180°:	Evidence	for	U-spin	symmetry	breaking	in	two-body	𝐷) decays!

𝑦#$ − 𝑦#$&'
measurement

CHARM	ONLY	combination	
with	𝑦#$ − 𝑦#$&'

Results	presented	by	Mark!

Contours	hold	1σ,	2σ	CL Contours	hold	1σ,	2σ	CL

𝑥

𝑦 𝑦
𝛿3®¯	[°]

LHCb 
preliminary

LHCb 
preliminary
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Charm	mixing	parameter	𝑦:	Towards	the	future
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• New	measurement	of	𝑦#$ − 𝑦#$&' will	be	added	to	the	LHCb	Beauty	and	Charm	combination	soon!			

Expected	future	1𝜎 uncertainty
with	Beauty	and	Charm	+	
𝑦#$ − 𝑦#$&' combination.

𝑦

LHCb 
preliminary



Conclusion

• Combination	of	LHCb measurements	from	Beauty	and	Charm	
sectors	(JHEP	12	(2021)	141)	to	determine	CKM	angle 𝛾:

𝛾 = 65. 4Jc.@Ng.e °

• Measurement	of	𝑦#$ − 𝑦#$±¯ shown	for	the	first	time	today!	The	
arXiv	preprint	will	be	available	soon	(LHCb-PAPER-2021-041).	

𝑦#$ − 𝑦#$&' = (6.96 ± 0.26mU�U ± 0.13m�mU)×10Jg

• JHEP	12	(2021)	141	and LHCb-PAPER-2021-041	allow	to	improve	
significantly	the	current	knowledge	of	𝑦.

• Plenty	of	Beauty	and	Charm	results	will	be	released	this	year	by	
LHCb.	
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Prospects	for	future	LHCb measurements (Run 3-5)
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Prospects	of	CKM	angle	𝛾

• Prospects	based	on	Physics	
case	for	an	LHCb	Upgrade	II	:	
arXiv:1808.08865 (2018).

• LHCb has	a	brand	new	
detector	for	Run	3!

Transportation	of	the	new	SciFi tracker	(November	2021) Arrival	of	the	new	VELO	subdetector	at	LHCb (January	2022)

CHARM

Run	2

Run	3

Run	5

Run	4

BEAUTY
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The	mixing	world	of	two-body	𝐷) mesons
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𝐷) → 𝐾J𝜋N and	𝐷) → 𝐾N𝜋J world 𝐷) → 𝐾J𝐾N and	𝐷) → 𝜋J𝜋N world

!"

# $

Cabibbo-favoured	(CF) Doubly-Cabibbo-suppressed	(DCS) Cabibbo-suppressed	(CS)

!"

# $

!"

# $

!"

# $

• The	interference	between 𝐷) − 𝐷G) mixing	and	decay	leads	to	different	measured	lifetimes	according	to	which	final	state	is	studied.
• Consequently,	the	measured	lifetimes	τ(𝐷) → 𝐾J𝜋N) and	τ 𝐷) → 𝐾J𝐾N (τ 𝐷) → 𝜋J𝜋N ) are	not	equal.
• Therefore,	comparing	τ(𝐷) → 𝐾J𝜋N) with	τ 𝐷) → 𝐾J𝐾N (τ 𝐷) → 𝜋J𝜋N ) provides	key	information	on	the	𝐷) − 𝐷G) mixing	dynamics.

!! !!""

Cabibbo-favoured

"!!Mix Doubly-Cabibbo-suppressed

!! !!!" or
$!$"

Cabibbo-suppressed

"!!Mix Cabibbo-suppressed



Introduction	to	𝑦#$:	going	a	bit	into	details	
• 𝑦#$ is	defined	for	a	given	final	state	𝑓 = 𝐾N𝐾J or	𝑓 = 𝜋N𝜋J as:

• We	expect 𝑦#$&& and 𝑦#$'' to	be	compatible	with	each	other	below	the	1×10Jh level	(negligible).

• 𝑦#$ is	related	to	𝑦 as:

• 𝜙@L is	a	quantum	phase	accounting	for	the	violation	of	charge-parity	(CP).	Any	deviation	of 𝑦#$ from	𝑦 would	be	
a	additional	sign	of	CP	violation	in	the	charm	sector.

• Current	experimental	data	gives	𝜙@L = 4. 8J@.eN@.d ×10J@	rad,	implying 𝑦#$ − 𝑦 ≲ 3×10Jh	@	95%	CL.	Hence,	

measuring	𝑦#$ can	constraint	significantly	our	knowledge	of	𝑦.
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𝑦#$
{ = Lº 3�→{ NLº 3G�→{

@L
− 1,	with	Γ» being	an	effective	decay	width,	i.e. satisfying	Γ 𝐷) → 𝑓, 𝑡 = 𝑒JLº 3�→{ U

𝑦#$ ≈ 𝑦	cos𝜙@L

*Sidenote:	𝑦>@ =
@ LIK
L

≈ 𝑦



Contribution	from	𝑦#$&' (a	bit	of	technicality)
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𝑦#$
{ = Lº 3�→{ NLº 3G�→{

@L
− 1.

• There	is	no	direct	access	to	the	width	Γ.	The	proxy	2Γ ≈ Γ» 𝐷) → 𝐾J𝜋N + Γ» 𝐷G) → 𝐾N𝜋J was	therefore	employed	by	previous	

measurements	of	𝑦#$ and	is	also	adopted	in	this	measurement.

• The	proxy	induces	a	non-negligible	bias	to	the	measurement	(similar	in	magnitude	to	the	targeted	uncertainty),	as	shown	by	Michael	

Morello	and	Tommaso	Pajero	(https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.02014).	The	bias	is	linked	to	𝐷) → 𝐾J𝜋N	/ 𝐷) → 𝐾N𝜋J (RS/WS)	mixing.

• Hence,	we	experimentally	measure	the	quantity:

Lº 3�→{ NLº 3G�→{
Lº 3�→&¼'½ NLº 3G�→&½'¼

− 1 = 𝑦#$ − 𝑦#$&',	where	𝑦#$&' ≈ −𝑦 𝑅3
� ≈ −𝑦 ℬ(3�→&½'¼)

ℬ(3�→&¼'½)
� ≈ −3.5×10Jc
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Equalising	𝜀m����U���:	kinematic	matching	procedure

• All	𝐷) candidate	selection	procedures	at	LHCb include	requirements	
on	kinematic	variables	of	daughter	candidates	(like	𝑝, 𝑝¾, 𝜂, IP	…).	
→	For	two	different	final	states,	such	requirements	will	place	them	in	
two	distinct	kinematic	phasespaces.	This	biases	the	measurement.

• Kinematic	matching	procedure:	event-by-event	procedure	that	
matches	the	daughter	kinematic	variables	of	one	of	the	decays	to	the	
other	one	(e.g.	match	𝐷) → 𝐾J𝐾N to	𝐷) → 𝐾J𝜋N).	
→	Both	decays	are	placed	in	the	same	phasespace.

• Technically,	the	matched	decay	has	new topological variables	(called	
matched),	which are	the	new	variables	used as	part	of	the	offline	
selection.	

• The	requirements of	the	offline	selection are	set	to	be effectively
tighter than the	trigger	requirements,	hence cancelling their biasing
effects.	
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𝐷) → 𝐾J𝐾N to	𝐷) → 𝐾J𝜋N matching:	example

Matched	requirement

Trigger	
requirement

LHCb	preliminary



Challenging background:	secondary 𝐷) decays
• The	samples	are	contaminated	by	the	presence	of	secondary	𝐷) decays	coming	from	𝐵 meson	decays.

• Decay	times	are	measured	as:	𝑡 = 𝑙 H�
��

where	the	decay	length	𝑙 is	measured	w.r.t the	PV.	For	secondary	decays,	
𝑡	will	be	estimated	as	significantly	larger	than	the	proper	𝐷) decay	time	(𝜏� ≈ 4𝜏3�).

• Prompt	decays	have	IP 𝐷) ≈ 0μm (IP	=	Impact	Parameter)	whereas	secondary	decays	IP 𝐷) > 0→	the	
requirement	IP 𝐷) < 50μm is	applied	to	remove	a	large	fraction	of	secondary	decays.

8	February 2022

Prompt	decays Secondary	decays
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• Let’s	split	the	total	decay	time	ratio	𝑅U�UÃÃ (𝑡) according	to	its	prompt	and	secondary	parts:	

• To	treat	the	presence	of	secondary	decays,	we	change	the	fit	model	according	to

where	 𝑡3(𝑡) is	the	average	true	𝐷) decay	time	in	each	bin	of	reconstructed	decay	time	𝑡 for	a	pure	sample	of	
secondary	decays.			

Treatment	of	secondary 𝐷∗N	decays

8	February 2022

𝑅U�U
{ 𝑡 = 1 − 𝑓m�� 𝑡 𝑅�Ä�H�U

{ 𝑡 + 𝑓m�� 𝑡 𝑅m��
{ 𝑡 .

𝑅U�U
{ 𝑡 = 𝑅) 1 − 𝑓m�� 𝑡 𝑒J(���

Å J���
��)U/��� + 𝑓m�� 𝑡 𝑒J(���

Å J���
��) U�(U) /��� ,

𝑓m�� 𝑡 = ÆÇÈÉ
Å (U)

ÆÇÈÉ
Å U NÆÊËÌÍÊÎ

Å (U)
: fraction	of	secondary	decays.	
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The	two	ingredients 𝑓m�� 𝑡 and	 𝑡3(𝑡/𝜏3�) are	
obtained	with	the	help	of	Monte	Carlo	simulations.

• With	this	method,	𝑦#$
{ − 𝑦#$&' is	measured	with	

both	prompt	and	secondary	decays!
𝑓m�� 𝑡 𝑡3(𝑡)

LHCb 
preliminary

LHCb 
preliminary
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𝑓m�� 𝑡 :	Fraction	of	secondary decays in	each bin	of	𝑡/𝜏3�
• Fit	IP(𝐷)) in	real	data	using	prompt	and	secondary	MC	templates	in	each	bin	of	𝐷) decay	time.

Decrease	from	
35%	to	7%	at	high	
decay	times	with	
IP 𝐷) < 50𝜇𝑚.	

ZOOM

1st bin	of	𝑡/𝜏3�

Last	bin	of	𝑡/𝜏3�

8th bin	of	𝑡/𝜏3�

14th bin	of	𝑡/𝜏3�
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Validation	of	the	measurement	with	LHCb simulation
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• Use	of	large	samples	of	LHCb	simulation	with	the	same	data	selection	to	test	the	analysis	
procedure.

• Since	the	effect	of	mixing	is	not	simulated,	we	expect	all	results	to	be	compatible	with	zero.
• After	both	matching	and	weighting	procedures	(in	red),	all	three	measurements	are	compatible	

with	zero!

LHCb	preliminary LHCb	preliminary LHCb	preliminary



Determination	of	the	systematic	uncertainties	in	a	few	words

• Subtraction	of	the	combinatorial	background:	repeat	the	measurements	with	alternative	configurations	for	the	
sideband	subtraction	strategy	and	by	propagating	the	uncertainties	on	the	outputs.	

• Treatment	of	secondary	decays:	Consider	the	imprecision	related	to	the	determinations	of	𝑓m�� 𝑡 and	 𝑡3 𝑡 ,	
which	rely	on	Monte	Carlo	simulation	(sum	of	five	different	contributions	to	the	final	systematic	uncertainty).

• Kinematic	reweighting	procedure:	Test	four	alternative	choices	of	input	kinematic	variables	to	the	reweighting	
algorithm,	and	study	the	reweighting	of	the	target	decay	to	the	matched	one.	

• Input	𝑫𝟎 decay	time:	Propagation	of	the	uncertainty	on	the	world	average	value	of	𝜏3� to	the	measurement.

• Residual	nuisance	asymmetries: Include	potential	biases	related	to	the	contributions	from	the	flavour of	the	𝐷)
(which	can	arise	from	𝜋U��

± detection	asymmetries	and	𝑫∗N production	asymmetries).

• Partially	or	misreconstructed𝑫∗N → 𝑫𝟎𝝅N candidates	(peaking	backgrounds):	Generate	RapidSim samples	to	
fit	the	𝑚(ℎJℎN) distributions	in	data,	allowing	a	determination	of	the	peaking	background	fractions	for	each	
decay	mode.	Then	assess	their	impact	to	the	measurement	as	a	systematic	uncertainty.

• Fit	bias: Some	potential	biases	from	the	fit	model	can	appear	at	the	second	order	of	𝑡/𝜏Ñ� (based	on	very	
recent	work	in	arXiv:2106.02014).	Toy	studies	are	performed	to	assess	a	systematic	uncertainty.
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Improvements	of	𝑦 and	𝛿3&'
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